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ABSTRACT

The analysis of radiations from a lightning return stroke 

requires both its channel geometry and the current waveform that propa
gates along the channel. Due to the lack of simultaneous measurements 
on lightning channel geometry and radiated waveforms, analysis and 

interpretation in the past have been performed mostly with simplified 
channel geometries such as a linear vertical channel. Although the 

impacts of channel tortuosity on radiated waveforms have been addressed 
in a few simulation studies, such exercises remain as gedanken experi
ments lacking real field data to support their assertions.

The main objective of this research has been to gain insight 

into the effects of channel tortuosity on the radiated electric field 
waveforms. Both theoretical investigations and experimental observa
tions were conducted. In the theoretical part, an algorithm has been 

developed for solving numerically Maxwell's equations applicable to 
lightning return strokes. This algorithm was implemented in a computer 
code called EMFIELD. Extensive testing and validation of this code were 

performed by comparing results with existing solutions in the literature. 
A study was then conducted to gain basic understanding of the impacts of 
channel tortuosity on calculated electric field waveforms using artifi

cial channel geometries and two different return stroke current models.



In the experimental part, two independent sources of data were 
used for analysis. The first set of data was obtained at the National 
Severe Storms Laboratory where channel geometries of two lightning flashes 

were reconstructed from acoustic data. The second set was supplied by the 
Lightning Research Laboratory of the University of Florida where channel 

geometries of two lightSing flashes were reconstructed from two-station 
photographs. It was found that the greatest advantage of two-station 
photography is its ability to provide fine structure in the channel 
geometry outside the cloud; while the acoustic ray tracing technique has 
the advantage of providing channel structure within the cloud but does 
not contain fine details. Electric field changes associated with these 
lightning flashes were analyzed using the EMFIELD code and the recon
structed channels with the modified current model of Lin et al. By 
comparison of the calculated and measured electric field waveforms for 
reconstructed tortuous and equivalent linear channels, the impacts of 
channel tortuosity are observed.

From both theoretical investigations and experimental observa

tions, it is concluded that the magnitude of the effect due to tortu
osity is highly dependent upon the current model and the range to the 
lightning flash. Even though the current waveform is simple and smooth 
in the compound exponential transmission line model, the calculated 
electric field reflects clearly the tortuosity of the channel. On the 
contrary, the effect of channel tortuosity is smaller when the more 

complex model of Lin et al. is used. Even in this case, however, the 
impact is still quite significant, especially at large ranges and if the 
tortuosity occurs in the lower portion of the channel.
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THE EFFECTS OF CHANNEL TORTUOSITY ON ELECTROMAGNETIC 
RADIATIONS FROM LIGHTNING RETURN STROKES

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Historical Survey 

Lightning is one of nature's oldest wonders. For many 

thousands of years, the flight of thunderbolts was universally thought 
to be a manifestation of the power and wrath of the gods. Many of the 

fabulous legends and freak folklores told, with terror and respect, 
enchanting stories about lightning and thunder. The lack of understand
ing has added many mythical features to lightning, which can be found in 

various religions and cultures throughout the primitive and civilized 

world (Viemeister, 1972). To many people of ancient civilizations, 
lightning also has actually encompassed such things as decision making 
and political affairs. Even today, the eagle on the back of our dollar 
bill still clinches a bundle of lightning arrows in its claws, a legacy 
of the early Greek belief that lightning was the weapon of Zeus, father 

of all gods, for peace and justice.
Yet common as these stories are, the understanding of light

ning phenomena is still not very satisfactory and far from complete. No 

true understanding about lightning was achieved before the seventeenth



century, when scientists in Europe began their electrical experiments. 

Friction machines for generating static electricity and Leyden jars for 
charge storage opened the doors for investigating many interesting 

phenomena, such as the nature of electrical charges, the electrical 
properties of materials, and the sparks in high-voltage discharges. It 
was Benjamin Franklin who suspected and proved that thunderclouds are 

electrified, and he also proposed lightning rods for building protection 
(Cohen, 1941). Since then, a wealth of scientific information about 
lightning has been accumulated, and with the advancement of modern 
science and technology, considerable progress in understanding the 
nature of lightning has been achieved.

1.2 Lightning Phenomena 

Lightning is a very complex natural phenomenon and has a full 
range of properties that usually cannot be observed in a controlled 

laboratory environment (Fowler, 1976). There are several reasons for 

this state of affairs. First, the atmospheric conditions change dynam
ically during lightning as opposed to the relatively static and uniform 

air conditions prevailing during laboratory sparks. Second, the 

electric field between cloud and earth is not uniform and usually is 
irregular in contrast to the controllable field magnitude and electrode 

geometry in laboratory sparks. Third, basic parameters such as current, 
voltage, wave propagation speed, electron-ion density, and radiation 
spectra of lightning are very difficult to measure directly unlike those 
in laboratory sparks. Finally, laboratory sparks have a complete outer 

circuit, which is balanced and can be monitored, while in lightning, the



governing global circuit from ionsphere to thundercloud and then to 
earth is not known and cannot easily be monitored. Therefore, lightning 
investigations are mostly phenomenological observations and jc%assifica- 

tions. Explanation of some very basic questions, such as cloud electri
fication, lightning initiation and channel tortuosity, etc., are still 

not complete. As to ball lightning, bead lightning, and the incredible 

"bolt from the blue," these events occur rarely and are barely under
stood today. In the following paragraphs, a summary describing the 

general lightning phenomena will be presented.

Lightning has been observed in snowstorms, sandstorms, in the 
clouds over erupting volcanos, and near nuclear explosions, but the most 
common generator of lightning is thunderstorms. Two general conditions 

must exist in order for lightning to occur in thunderclouds : (1) the 
overall electric field within the thundercloud due to cloud electrifica

tion processes must be sufficiently strong (10 to 50 kV/m), and 
(2) there must be some place within the cloud where the electric field 
exceeds 300 kV/m. A field strength of 300 kV/m is insufficient to cause 

a breakdown by itself; breakdown fields are probably achieved by corona 
emigsions from precipitation, which serve to concentrate the field in a 

very small region. Theoretical studies indicate that two or three 
successive corona streamers can produce a field of 1 MV/m over a dis
tance of about 2 - 3 m (Griffiths and Phelps, 1976). Fields at the tip 
of this streamer thus are intense enough to cause the breakdown to 

self-propagate and subsequently develop into a complete lightning 
channel.



Lightning in a thunderstorm can take place between a cloud 
and the surrounding air (air discharge), within a cloud (intracloud 
discharge), between two clouds (cloud-to-cloud discharge), and between a 

cloud and the earth (cloud-to-ground discharge). Since cloud-to-ground 
discharges are the most favorable for observation, as well as of practi
cal importance regarding property damage and threat to life, they have 

been the subjects of great interest and continuous investigation. In 
this research, only cloud-to-ground lightning flashes will be studied.

A typical cloud-to-ground flash (Uman, 1969) lasts about 0.2 s. 

It starts with a preliminary low-current discharge called the stepped 
leader. The stepped leader usually develops from a region of concen
trated negative charge and moves downward below the cloud base in steps 

50 to 100 m long. With each step, a portion of the cloud's charge is 
lowered and deposited along the path, leaving a conductive channel 
behind. The next step then can progress from the tip of the previous 
leader channel. Each step takes roughly 1 ps, and there is a pause of 
about 30 ps between steps. When the stepped leader is about one or two 

step lengths from the ground, the electric field near the ground is 
highly intensified by the charge induced on the ground. This is suffi
cient to cause upward-moving discharges originating from elevated 

pointed objects on the ground. When one of these discharges meets the 

downward-propagating leader tip, a complete conducting channel between 
the cloud and ground is formed; hence a very bright return stroke is 
initiated. This return stroke is a high-current wavefront, which travels 
up the ionized channel created by the stepped leader. The velocity of 
this first return stroke has been observed to be 1/2 to 1/10 the speed



of light. It lasts about 100 us, and the average current is 20 kA. 
Figure 1.1 shows a typical cloud-to-ground lightning flash as would be 
recorded by a camera with moving film (Uman, 1969). After the first 
return stroke, if additional charge is made available by junction 

processes, which appear to drain more charges from other regions of the 
cloud, the flash may have additional strokes. After the additional 
charge has moved to the channel top, a continuous (instead of stepped) 
dart leader may follow the original channel, deposit charge along the 
channel as before, and initiate a second return stroke. This leader- 
stroke process may be repeated in the same channel several times, with 
each stroke being separated by 40 ms or so. Most of the subsequent 
return strokes are without branches or with very few. Dart leaders 
propagate faster and more smoothly than the stepped leaders because the 
air in the channel is still hot and ionized, which makes its resistance 

smaller. Sometimes, the dart leader changes into a stepped leader 
midway on its way to the ground because the lower part of the original 

channel is insufficiently ionized due to a long interstroke duration 
(>100 ms). This kind of leader is referred to as a dart-stepped leader. 
It will often initiate a stroke similar to the first, i.e., highly 

branched and having a relatively bright channel.
If a lightning flash occurs a short distance away, we may hear 

thunder. A true understanding of thunder generation was not established 
until the twentieth century. However, a number of important questions 
still need further research. The explanation now being generally 
accepted by the scientific community (Few, 1975) is as follows. The 

passage of lightning current abruptly dissociates, ionizes, and heats
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Figure 1.1 The luminous features of a cloud-to-ground lightning flash 
as recorded by a camera with moving film (after Uman, p.6, 1969).



the air along the channel. This results in a sudden increase of temper

ature and pressure, causing the air to expand rapidly. The explosion of 
the heated air causes shock waves that, after traveling a short distance, 
decay into acoustic waves. A number of factors influence the frequency 
and amplitude of thunder heard by an observer. The amount and rate of 
energy input into a channel, the distance and orientation of the channel 
to the observer, reflections from buildings or terrain, and atmospheric 
conditions can all affect the perceived sound. Since lightning is an 
extended, tortuous acoustic source, these parameters will vary for dif

ferent channel segments, resulting in the variations in amplitude and 

frequency that are called rumbling. It is possible to reconstruct the 
geometry of the lightning channel by using an array of microphones to 

record the acoustic waveforms of thunder (Few, 1970). The details of 

the channel reconstruction technique used in this thesis will be dis

cussed further in Chapter II.

1.3 Recent Studies of Return Stroke Models 

The electric current in the return stroke is one of the most 
important parameters in the study of lightning discharges. For scien

tists, a detailed knowledge of lightning current can be used to derive 

some very basic information about the lightning flash, such as its 
charge, energy, radiated electric and magnetic fields, and many other 
related parameters. For engineers, a knowledge of the waveform and 

amplitude of the current can provide them sufficient information to 
help solve the problems of lightning protection. Recent research has 

also indicated that lightning discharges are closely related to the acid



rain problems caused by air pollutions in industrial metropolitan areas. 

It has been speculated that the contribution to the acidity of rain from 
the production of nitric oxides due to lightning discharges in the 
atmosphere could be far greater than that of anthropogenic sources 
(Chameldes, et al,, 1976; Hill and Rinker, 1981).

According to Uman (1980), there are three different types of 

mathematical modeling of return stroke currents, each containing differ
ent degrees of physical complexity. The most basic return stroke model 

attempts to predict the channel current as a function of time and height 

in terms of equations of continuity of mass, energy, and momentum and 
the Maxwell equations which govern the electrodynamic behavior of the 
plasma. This return stroke model requires a detailed knowledge of 

physical parameters of the channel, such as ionization and recombination 
coefficients of air and its thermodynamic and electromagnetic properties 
(Nasser, 1971). An electron fluid model of the breakdown wave propaga

tion has been developed and tested for laboratory sparks by several 
investigators. In particular, Fowler (1976) and his co-workers estab
lished an electron fluid theory that included a photoionization process, 

which is important in the breakdown wave propagation. Their solutions 
in general fitted reasonably well with available experimental data. 
However, the question of just how important the photoprocess is remains 
to be solved, and the solutions of the electron fluid equations in 

cylindrical tubes or other more general geometries require much more 

additional work. This approach has also been investigated recently by 
Strawe (1979).



The second type of modeling involves mathematical description 
of the return stroke channel as an R-L-C electric circuit of a transmis

sion line. It assumes that all of the basic processes involved in the 
lightning channel can be modeled as lumped parameters of the circuit 
elements, which are allowed to vary with time and height (Price and 
Pierce, 1977; Little, 1978, 1979). Limited success has been achieved 

using this model to derive the general characteristics of the lightning 
current and the resulting electromagnetic field. The major difficulty 

with this model is the determination of the input parameters, which are 

often selected more or less arbitrarily in order to match the observed 
data.

The third type of modeling is based on a totally pragmatic 

approach to the problem. First, an empirical model of return stroke 
current is established using measured data; then the electric and mag
netic fields are calculated and compared with the measurements. This 

process can be iterated in many ways to improve overall consistency.
The two most commonly used models of this type are the Bruce-Golde model 
(Bruce and Golde, 1941; Dennis and Pierce, 1964) and the transmission 

line model (Wagner, 1960; Wagner and Hileman, 1961; Unan and McLain, 
1969, 1970; Oman et al. 1973, a,b). In the Bruce-Golde model, a double 

exponential expression of the form

I “ lo lexp(-at) - exp(-bt)] (1.1)
is used. The inherent assumption underlying this model is that the 

current amplitude is constant at any instant along the channel below 

the return stroke wavefront. In the transmission line model, the 
current waveform is allowed to propagate at a finite speed. Lin et



al. (1980) did an extensive evaluation and compared these two models 
with data obtained simultaneously at two Florida stations. It was found 
that both of these models were Inadequate to describe their experimental 
data. They then proposed a new return stroke model, which yielded good 
approximations to their measured two-station field data. In all of 

their calculations, a straight vertical channel was used, and a constant 
return stroke velocity was assumed. The technique of Lin et al. 
requires considerable efforts of trial and error In order to find an 

acceptable current model for each Individual return stroke. This model 
Is not uniquely defined, since It uses several arbitrary parameters.
Thus different sets of currents and charges might be found that produce 
the same fields as those measured. Furthermore, their derived currents 
showed a very sharp Initial peak and a following dip that has not been 
observed In any measurements. Since all these techniques have deficien

cies, further Investigations and refinements of return stroke models are 

still needed.

1.4 Scope of this Research 
The study of lightning return strokes In the past has been 

generally confined to either very simple or artificially assumed channel 

geometries. This Is due to the lack of complete and consistent experi

mental data on one hand, and the limitations of analytical solutions to 
the electromagnetic field changes on the other. However, with the 
development of several advanced lightning mapping systems In recent 
years (Few, 1974; Hill, 1977; Taylor, 1977), It Is now possible to 
reconstruct more realistic channel geometries, and then evaluate the

10



return stroke models by solving Maxwell's equations using numerical 

techniques for such a complex system.
In this research, the channel geometry for several lightning 

return strokes will be reconstructed from two independent sets of 
experimental data. The first set was obtained at the National Severe 

Storms Laboratory (NSSL) at Norman, Oklahoma in Spring 1979, and the 
second set was provided by the Lightning Research Laboratory at the 
University of Florida. Lightning data from NSSL were acquired simul
taneously with three major detection systems: (1) a microphone array

for recording thunder data, (2) a fast antenna (Brook and Kitagawa,
1962) for measuring electric field change waveforms during return 
strokes, and (3) a slow antenna (Brook and Kitagawa, 1962) for recording 
the gross electric field changes during the lightning flash. Television 
video records of lightning flashes were also taken whenever possible. 

Atmospheric conditions were obtained from Rawinsonde data and a surface 
meteorological network that measures wind velocity, pressure, tempera

ture, and humidity. A number of other sensors were also used by cooper
ating scientists to provide additional information. Two 10-cm Doppler 

radars provided the overall storm structure (Doviak et al., 1979). A 
dual-station wide-band VHP mapping system (Taylor, 1977) provided the 

gross feature of the discharge sources, and a crossed-loop lightning 
location system (Krider, et al., 1976) provided the ground strike points 
within 200 km. Lightning data from the University of Florida were 
obtained simultaneously with two detection systems: (1) a multistation

video system for recording lightning pictures and (2) a sensor for 
measuring electric field waveforms during return strokes.
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Based on the best lightning channel geometry reconstructed, 

several return strokes will be analyzed and evaluated by comparing the 

calculated electric field changes with the measured field data. The 
effect of channel tortuosity on the field measurement will be addressed 
in detail. A self-explanatory block diagram which depicts the entire 

research plan is shown in Figure 1.2.
This research emphasizes several important features that are 

not found all together in other studies:

1. Numerical solutions instead of analytical solutions of 
Maxwell's equations will be performed. This will greatly enhance the 
mathematical rigor in dealing with a complex problem and allow a more 
realistic as well as a more complete modeling of the actual lightning 
event.

2. A computer code based on the numerical algorithm for 

solving the Maxwell's equations for lightning return stroke will be 
developed. Confidence in the computer code will be established by com

paring results with existing solutions from other independent sources.
3. A study will be conducted to acquire a basic understanding 

of the impacts of various channel geometries on the calculated electric 
field waveforms using different return stroke models.

4. An actual channel geometry reconstructed from experimental 
data will be used instead of a vertical straight line or some artifici

ally assumed channels. The impacts of channel tortuosity in lightning 
electric field changes will be examined extensively.

5. The antenna circuit response to the electric field wave

form of return strokes will be analyzed, and the relationship between

12
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measured output voltage and the electric field at the sensing plate will 

be derived.
6. Calculated electric field waveforms will be compared with 

the measurements inferred from the fast antenna data. A total consis

tency among the channel reconstruction, electric field changes, and the 
return stroke current model will be sought, and the results assessed.
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CHAPTER II 

INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA PROCESSING 

2.1 Acoustic System and Channel Reconstruction

2.1.1 Experimental Setup 
The techniques of lightning acoustic data acquisition and 

processing for this research were originated and developed by Few et 

al., (1967), Few (1968, 1969), Teer (1972, 1973), Few and Teer (1974), 
and MacGorman (1978). Equipment and technical assistance were provided 
by Professor A. A. Few of Rice University during the course of this 
research.

The measurement system consists of an array of four Globe 100 C 
microphones. The pressure sensitive element of the Globe microphone is 
a circular, parallel-plate capacitor formed by a thin, aluminized mylar 

film that is stretched close to a perforated metal plate. Behind the 
plate is a chamber containing air at atmospheric pressure. Fluctuations 
of air pressure impinging on the mylar film cause changes in the capaci
tance of the chamber; these changes in turn cause output voltage varia

tions proportional to the magnitude of the air pressure fluctuations.
The microphones have very high sensitivity, and the frequency response 

is essentially flat to within 3 dB over the range from 0.1 Hz to 500 Hz. 

The microphones were laid out in a square with sides of 50 m. The
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center of Che square was located at a distance of 211 m southwest of the 

electric field measurement system as shown in Figure 2.1. Each micro
phone was set on a dirt pile about a half meter high to prevent flood 
damage. The heights of dirt piles were carefully surveyed and adjusted 

so that all four microphones were at the same height. A schematic 
diagram of the thunder data recording system is shown in Figure 2.2.
The signal from each microphone was transmitted by cable to an array 
control box. The control box provided power to the microphones from 
five lead acid batteries. The output signals were transmitted by cable 
from the control box to a data control panel inside the Storm Electricity 
Building (SEB) which served as the central base. The data control panel 
allows the operator to adjust the gains (from 1 to 100) to maintain 
adequate signal levels without saturation. It could also filter out low 
frequency noise from the strong winds, which are common in Oklahoma 
storms. Signals from all four microphones were recorded simultaneously 

on an SE Labs 7000 M 14-channel analog tape recorder along with other 

measurements, such as slow antenna, fast antenna, corona current, and an 
TRIG B format time code from a Systron-Donner 8152 time code generator 
synchronized with radio station WWV. Acoustic signals were also 
recorded on a Honeywell 906C oscillograph recorder along with slow 

antenna data and time. These oscillograph data printed instantly and 
provided not only immediate information during the course of data acqui
sition but also a complete permanent visual record for later analysis.
The analog waveforms recorded on the tape recorder were later digitized 
at Rice University through a Raytheon 10-bit analog-to-digital converter

16
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at a sampling rate of 2000 points per second. These digitized acoustic 
data were then used to reconstruct channel geometry.

The geometry of lightning channels can be reconstructed by a 
ray tracing technique using acoustic data obtained with an array of 
microphones. The theory and techniques for ray tracing have been devel
oped by Few (1970), Teer (1972, 1973), Few and Teer (1974) and MacGorman 

(1977, 1978). The feasibility of this technique has been demonstrated 
by these authors, and its accuracy has also been investigated in detail. 

It was found that the large scale features of lightning channels could 

be reconstructed reasonably well as judged by photographs and by consis
tency checks from arrays separated 1 ~ 2 km. The accuracy of the 

reconstructed channel geometry depends on the temperature and wind 
velocity as a function of altitude; errors of 10% for high altitude 
sources and 25% for sources near the horizon might occur in adverse 

conditions. However, by using supportive data on wind and temperature 

profiles, the estimated errors can be reduced to 5% (MacGorman, 1978), 
which is considered sufficient for this research. A summary of ray 
tracing techniques excerpted from the work of these authors is presented 

in Appendix I.

2.1.2 Lightning Channel Reconstruction
One of the major objectives of this research is to compare the 

measured electric field waveforms with model calculations using recon

structed channel geometry. It is essential to have good quality thunder 

and electric field data obtained simultaneously. Recognizing the fact 
that nature does not always cooperate and equipment has limits, one has
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to go through many tedious and time-consuming processes to sort out and 
screen the raw data. After examining all the oscillograph data taken at 
NSSL in the Spring and Summer of 1979, five storms were selected as 
potential candidates for further investigation, and the associated 
thunder data were digitized using existing facilities designed for this 

purpose at Rice University. The date and time of these five storms are 

listed in Table 2.1. A total of 284 cloud-to-ground flashes within a 
range of 25 km were indicated by the lightning locator data; among those 
flashes, some did not have good thunder signals, some saturated the 

acoustic system or electric field sensors, and several possibly good 
data were missed during tape changes. During the mature stage of a 

thunderstorm, intense lightning activity is usually observed; and it is 

quite common to have several flashes within one minute. In this case, 
the thunder signals cannot be distinguished from each other or asso

ciated with a particular flash, and this renders the acoustic signals 
useless. Only 16 flashes were found to have matching slow antenna field 
changes and thunder signals during screening of all the oscillograph 

records. Table 2.2 contains pertinent information and the digital tape 

file record numbers of these 16 flashes.
The next step in the data screening process was to scrutinize 

electric field waveforms from the fast antenna by replaying the analog 
tape data into a transient waveform analyzer, which displayed the wave
form on an oscilloscope. Flashes with unusable return stroke waveforms 

were rejected. These waveforms could be the result of instrument 

saturation, superposition of several lightning activities such as intra
cloud discharges or other cloud-to-ground flashes at different distances

20



TABLE 2.1. Five Selected Storms with Thunder Data 
Digitized at Rice University

Date Time (CST) Number of Flashes*

May 2, 1979 22:17:50 - 23:01:00 49

May 20, 1979 16:54:42 - 17:43:16 50

May 28, 1979 19:11:10 - 19:26:00 40

June 6, 1979 16:34:00 - 18:15:52 97

June 8, 1979 15:19:40 - 16:32:30 48

Number of cloud-to-ground flashes within 25 km as indicated 
by lightning locator.
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TABLE 2.2. Sixteen Multistroke Cloud-to-Ground Flashes with Matching Thunder Signals

Flash
Number Date

File
Number

Time
(CST)

Record Number of 
Field Changes

Record Number of 
Starting Thunder

Record Number of 
Ending Thunder

1 June 6, 1979 0457 1706:13 2968 2980 3230

2 June 6, 1979 0457 1708:26 3505 3510 3750

3 June 6, 1979 0557 1721:55 2699 2705 2905

4 June 6, 1979 0557 1724:44 3380 3390 3640

5 June 6, 1979 0757 1748:32 1135 1183 1417
6 June 6, 1979 0757 1755:54 2916 2953 3191
7 June 6, 1979 0857 1806:51 1557 1567 1833
8 June 6, 1979 0857 1812:59 3046 3050 3290
9 June 8, 1979 0359 1537:41 1679 1685 1954

10 June 8, 1979 0359 1541:28 2592 2602 2802
11 June 8, 1979 0459 1549:41 604 610 850
12 June 8, 1979 0459 1553:11 1452 1460 1700
13 June 8, 1979 0559 1610:26 1537 1550 1780
14 June 8, 1979 0559 1610:27 1540 1560 1800

15 May 28, 1979 0348 1920:34 2280 2290 2590
16 May 28, 1979 0348 1924:05 3131 3140 3340

roro



arriving at the fast antenna simultaneously. Nine out of the 16 flashes 

appeared to have usable return stroke waveforms. Flashes 9 and 10 are 
both multiple-stroke events and have good quality waveforms. Flashes 13 
and 14 are also multistroke events with good quality waveforms; however, 
there is some ambiguity and difficulty in the channel reconstruction 

because these two flashes occurred within 1 s of each other so the 
thunder data overlap. The remaining five flashes have waveform data of 
marginal quality and therefore will not be analyzed further. After 

going through the complete data screening process, flashes 9 and 10 were 

finally selected as samples to be analyzed in detail. Lightning channel 
geometries were reconstructed from the acoustic data, using the ray 
tracing technique discussed in Appendix I. The computer codes used for 
channel reconstruction were developed by MacGorman (1978) and imple

mented on the NSSL SEL computer.
A model had to be made to describe the atmospheric conditions 

for the times of the flashes that were to be reconstructed acoustically. 
The model parameters were obtained from data taken at stations located 

at Norman, Oklahoma City, and Chickasha. Temperature and wind profiles 
of the atmosphere at NSSL were obtained by averaging the data from the 
three stations. The resulting atmospheric model is shown in Table 2.3. 

The reconstructed channel geometries for flashes 9 and 10 are shown in 
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. More discussions on the reconstructed 

channels will follow in Chapter V.
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TABLE 2.3. The Model Atmosphere Used in Ray Tracing Analysis for June 8, 1979

Layer Altitude (m) Temperature (“C) Wind Speed (m/s) Wind Direction (degree)*

1 0.0 18.8 4.0 0.0
2 339.0 17.8 9.5 60.0

3 659.0 16.5 8.0 120.0
4 1639.0 12.9 4.5 4.0
5 2139.0 11.2 7.8 8.0

6 4139.0 3.3 15.0 18.5
7 5139.0 -2.0 18.0 24.0

8 7139.0 -15.0 22.5 37.0

9 8939.0 -28.0 27.0 34.0
10 10889.0 -41.8 26.8 33.0
11 11439.0 -46.5 34.1 31.5
12 13939.0 -64.5 33.1 30.5

13 15639.0 -75.5 8.4 30.0

ro

The direction of the wind is measured clockwise from north.
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2.2 Measurements of Lightning Electric Field Changes
The changes In the electric field at the earth's surface 

during lightning were measured with two field change sensors. The slow 
antenna was used to record the gross features observed in the lightning 
electric field change, such as its magnitude, polarity, number of 
strokes in a flash, and to identify «Aether a discharge was cloud-to- 

ground or intracloud. The fast antenna was used to delineate the 
detailed structure of the rapidly occurring field changes during a 

return stroke, such as its waveform, rise time and decay time, etc. The 
measurement technique was originally developed by Kittagawa and Brook 
(1960), and since then many circuit components have been replaced by 
modem high performance electronic products such as FET operational 

amplifiers, IC circuits, etc. These improvements of the fast antenna 
system have made this measurement technique a very powerful tool in 
modem lightning research (Brook, 1972).

Both antennas were installed near the microphone array as 
shown in Figure 2.1. The slow and fast antennas are physically identi
cal and consist of an insulated round flat plate antenna of area A 
(0.073 m^) mounted 1.7 m above the ground on a metal post with the 
antenna surface parallel to the ground. The antenna is connected to an 

operational amplifier with appropriate gain control. A schematic 
diagram is shown in Figure 2.5. The operational amplifier is configured 
as a charge amplifier, which has the advantage of maintaining the 

antenna potential at virtual ground; therefore, the capacitance between 

the antenna and ground does not affect the field measurement. The 
surface charges induced on the sensing plate by the lightning electric
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field flows into the operational amplifier at the summing point. The 
amplified output voltage V^(t) will be compared with the calculated 
electric field changes in Section 5.3.2.

In the slow antenna, the time constant of the feedback
loop was set at 10 s, which is much longer than the time duration of a 
lightning flash (typically <0.5 s). Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the slow 
antenna outputs for flashes 9 and 10 respectively. Both flashes have 

field changes indicative of multistroke cloud-to-ground discharges 

(Kittagawa and Brook, 1960). The rapid, positive changes are due to the 
return strokes. Flash 9 has five distinguishable return strokes, and 

flash 10 has at least 6 return strokes. The trend of the leader field 
changes just before the return strokes (Uman, 1968) indicates that flash
9 occurred very close to the sensors while flash 10 occurred at a 
greater distance. This is confirmed by acoustic channel reconstruction 
results that indicate flash 9 occurred at a range of 2.35 km and flash

10 at 12.6 km.
In the fast antenna, the time constant of the feedback

loop was set at 100 ps. The fast antenna data are used to study the 
details of the waveform of the electric field during a return stroke and 

other short time events (typically ~200 us). Detailed analysis of the 

fast antenna output waveforms will be presented in Chapter V along with 
theoretical results.
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CHAPTER III

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD 
CHANGES DURING LIGHTNING RETURN STROKES

3.1 Maxwell’s Equations and Lightning Return Strokes
The general equations which govern the electromagnetic field 

changes in the atmosphere during lightning return strokes are Maxwell's 

equations

& “ ^  (3.1)

i  •  ^ X X (3.2)

where the scalar potential * is given by

/ ,  (3.3)

and the vector potential 1 is given by

(3.4)
V

with the requirement that

^ • î + ^ l f - 0  (3 .5 )

In the above equations, p is the electric charge density, 3 is the
current density, c is the speed of light in free space, and are
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the permittivity and the permeability of free space respectively, and R 

Is the distance between the source point r' and the field point r. The
pretarded time, T = t - — , Is the time required for the radiation from

the source point to propagate to the field point. The Integrations are

carried out through the local source distribution volume v* containing 
charge within a thunderstorm.

The electromagnetic field changes during lightning return 

strokes can be obtained by solving Maxwell's equations, provided that 
the source distributions are given and the Initial conditions and 

boundary values are specified for a given geometry. &)wever, In reality, 

only a few limited cases with very simple geometry permit complete 
analytical solutions (McLain and Uman, 1971). The reasons are primarily 
twofold: one Is that the source distributions are not known precisely,
and the other Is that the channel geometry Is complicated (MacGorman,
1978). Therefore, a numerical method Is considered the most appropriate 

approach to study lightning (LeVine and Meneghlnl, 1978). Although It 

does not yield solutions in closed forms, the usage of a numerical 
method does allow a more realistic lightning channel geometry to be 
used, and It adapts quite easily to various assumptions for the source 

distributions.

3.2 Mathematical Algorithm and Numerical Solutions
The lightning return stroke Is assumed to occur In free space 

above a perfectly conducting ground plane as shown schematically In 
Figure 3.1. The return stroke current pulse 1 Is propagating upward 
along the channel as shown. The sensing Instrument Is located at the
field point r.
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and the electric field sensor Is located at the field point. 
The real current I Is propagating up the channel.
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According to the boundary condition, the scalar potential <P 

must be equal to zero everywhere on the ground. This can be most easily 
achieved by using the method of images. Di Figure 3.1, the mirror image 
of the real channel is constructed with the dotted lines, along which an 

image current pulse -I is propagating downward. The solutions of 
Maxwell's equations can be obtained from both the real and the image 
current sources. In the following sections, a mathematical algorithm 
suitable for computer implementation is developed to obtain the electro
magnetic fields of interest.

3.2.1 Vector Potential 
Since a current pulse is propagating along the lightning 

channel, the current density J in Equation 3.4 can be replaced by a 
current pulse I, and the volume integral becomes a line integral. Hence

A(r, t) - 7“ — --- 5---—  di (3.6)

where R ■> | r - r'] is the distance from the source point to the field 
point and d t  is along the channel The channel is divided into N 
segments, and the integration is approximated by summation (Froberg, 

1964). The resulting expression is

A(Z, t) : (3.7)

where is the length of the i-th segment and " t - —  is the 

retarded time.
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The length of each segment L I . should be chosen such that
L i

is sufficiently small in order to achieve reasonable accuracy for 
the approximation in Equation 3.7, where v is the propagation speed of 
the current pulse along the channel. Although the accuracy of the 

numerical solutions improves with decreasing segment length, the compu
ter time increases. Therefore, the ultimate choice is a balance between 

the solution accuracy and the computing cost. More discussions will be 
given later in Section 3.3.

The summation in Equation 3.7 is over all i such that 

R L
—  + —  < t (3.8)c V

where is the total length of the channel from the ground to the i-th

segment which has been traveled by the current pulse, i.e.,

‘■i ■ E  [‘"j ■ 4 - 1+ (4 - 4 -i'' ‘4 ■ 4 -i'] (3.9)

A unit vector i^ along the channel is defined by

*i ■ | ‘*i -  4-1  ) Î + <4 - 4-i>  Î + <4 -  4-i>  ^

(3.10)
^ ASince the current pulse I is propagating along the direction î , 

therefore

T^) - I^(r^, T^) i^ (3.11)
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By substituting Equation 3.10 into Equation 3.11 for the current 

becomes

(3.12)

Ii(ri' "i)
Ai, (-1 - zl_i)

This can also be written as

\(r', T^) . T^) 1 + Iyi(r|, t )̂ j + &
(3.13)

with each component defined as

I.) =

: i ( r i '
A 4 i

: i ( % l '
A 4 i

: i ( % l '
A4,

(3.13a)

(3.13b)

(3.13c)

Substituting Equation 3.12 into Equation 3.7, the components of the 
vector potential are obtained :

E R, A4, (3.14a)
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A4, (3.14b)

R, A4, (3.14c)

Notice that in the above equations the summations are over all i that 

satisfy Equation 3.8. Furthermore, the summation must include current 
source contributions from both the real and the image channels.

3.2.2 Magnetic Field 

According to Equation 3.2, the magnetic field 1 can be 

obtained from

X % i j k

L- L.9x 8y 3z

' 3A 3A 1 3A 3A [ 3A 3Az _-JL Î  +  ' X ___ z j + _ X3 y ' 3z 3z ~ 3% 3x 3 y k (3.15)

In order to facilitate numerical solutions, the partial derivative can 
be approximated by a finite difference formula (Frbberg, 1964)

^ ^ ^1» *0^ - V * o *  y-i*
3y Ay yi - y_i (3.16)

Equation 3.16 is the central difference for the partial derivative of 

with respect to y at the point r^ * (x q , y^, Zq) as shown in Figure 3.2. 
Similar expressions can be derived for other partial derivatives.
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Therefore the components of the magnetic field can be calculated from 
the following expressions

(yi - y_i)

_ ' V » Q .  yp. Zj: t) - AyUp, y„, i.j; t) •
(3.17a)

V ' o »
Vo' ̂0' ̂ 1’ *=) - Vo' ̂0* ̂ -r

(2l - z_i)

\(:^1' yp» ^p: «:) ~ V M »  yp* ^0»
(Xi - x_i) (3.17b)

V ^ l »  yp» Zp: t) - Ay(x_^, Yq , Zq ; t)
(Xi - x_^)

V o '  ^1* *0* ‘ V ' O '  y-1' *0*
(7i - y_i) (3.17c)

In order to calculate %(rg, t), one needs to calculate the vector poten
tial % at six neighboring field points.

3.2.3 Scalar Potential 
According to Equation 3.5

- -c2 i

If both sides are integrated from 0 to t, one gets 

*(fQ, t) - *(rg, 0) - -c2 J* 5 ' 1 dt* (3.18)
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The integration on the right-hand side can be approximated by an equiva
lent summation. This is done by subdividing the time t into M intervals.
Each time interval At. - ̂  should be chosen such that it is much less

J  M

than the time required for the radiation from the current source to

reach the field point. Therefore At^ should be selected according to
the range between the field point and the lightning channel. Also At

Ai^ J
should be of the same order of magnitude as which was discussed in
Section 3.2.1.

The integrand in Equation 3.18 at any time t̂  can be written

as

(3.19)

Using the same finite difference approximation for the partial deriva
tives as before, the above equation becomes

• A)j
(̂*1' yp* Zp' tj) " yp» ̂0»

h* V/j) ~ V^I» y-r 0̂?

V * 0 ’ ^0' ^0' *-r -------------

Here again, one needs to know the vector potential A at six neighboring 
points in order to obtain * A)j. Finally, the scalar potential at

tg is calculated from
M

$(rg, t) « *(rg, 0) - c^ (5 ' A)j At^
j-1

(3.21)
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where 0) is the Initial value of the scalar potential just before
the onset of the lightning return stroke.

3.2.4 Electric Field 

According to Equation 3.1, the electric field change during a 

lightning return stroke is given by

E =

dx 3t i + By at j + " Bz " Bt k

(3.22)

Again using finite difference approximations for the partial derivatives, 
one can calculate the electric field components at r^ as follows:

Xx^, yg, Zq; t) - $(x_^, yg, ZqI t)

V o '  'o- *0* 'o' '-1>
- '-l'- t

, f*(=0' yp 'o: - *(=0' y-r
-  [ ------------(yj - y_i>------------

fV * o '  'o- 'o' - V » o -  "O' 'o'

(3.23a)

(^1 “ ^-1^
(3.23b)
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4)(Xq , 7q , z^; t) - fCxg, Yq , z_^; t)
(^1 - z_i)

\('o' ^0* *0* - \('o' ^0» 'o: '"-i)
(ti - t ,) (3.23c)

Notice that In order to obtain ^(Cq» t), one needs to calculate  ̂at six 
neighboring points plus X at two different time steps.

3.3 Computer Code Development and Verification
Based on the mathematical algorithms and numerical solutions 

discussed in previous sections, a FORTRAN IV computer code called 
EMFIELD was developed to calculate electromagnetic field changes during 
lightning return strokes. This code was initially developed for the SEL 
computer at NSSL and later revised for implementation on the IBM 370/3033 
computers at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). A detailed flow chart, 

a complete listing, and sample input instructions of the EMFIELD code 

are given in Appendix II.
This code allows a user to input the lightning channel geomet

ries and return stroke current models. The user also chooses the length 
of the channel segment Af for integration, the time interval At for 
field evaluation, and the distance (Ax, Ay, Az) between neighboring 

field points for spatial derivatives. The code calculates the z- 
component of the electric field. Plotting capability using the DISSPLA 
proprietary software package (1978) is also provided for the user to 

obtain graphic outputs for both channel geometries and electric field 
waveforms.
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Extensive tests have been conducted with this code with two 
main objectives in mind. The first objective is to establish confidence 
in this code b y comparing the results with other calculations in the 
literature. The second objective is to gain more insight into the 
fundamental characteristics of the models for lightning return strokes 
by varying model parameters systematically.

3.3.1 Numerical Stability and Solution Accuracy
The mathematical algorithm adapted in the EMFIELD code 

involves numerical integration and differentiation. The stability and 
accuracy of solutions are dictated by the mesh sizes of time and space. 

The channel segment length A& is used in the integration of the current 
pulse propagating along the lightning channel. The distance (A x , A y,

Az) between the field point and its six neighboring points are used in 

the evaluation of ^ * A and <̂t>. The time step size At is used in the 
integration of V • A and the differentiation of A. It is expected that 

the finer the mesh sizes are, the better the solution accuracy will be. 

However, since the amount of computation time increases rapidly as the 
mesh sizes decrease, careful selection of optimal mesh sizes must be 
made in order to keep the computing cost at a reasonable level and still 

obtain acceptable solutions.
A simple problem, originally solved by LeVine and Meneghini 

(1978), was chosen for this test. The lightning channel is assumed to 

be a vertical straight line 6 km long over a conducting ground plane.
The current pulse propagates up the channel with the speed of light, and 

its waveform is described by a compound exponential model.
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I(t) - Iq [e"“  ̂- (3.24)

where, for a typical return stroke, the parameters are <% - 2.0 x 10** s"l, 
e - 2.0 X 105 s“l, 6 » 1.0 X 1Q3 s"! , 6 - 2.0 x 10** s“l, Iq - 30 kA, and 

= 2.5 kA (Oman, 1969). This current waveform is shown in Figure 3.3.
Calculations of the electric field at a field point 1 km from 

the channel with three sets of different mesh sizes were performed, and 
the results are shown in Figure 3.4. Quite large oscillations are 

observed in the case of coarse mesh sizes (At - 0.5 ps, LZ ■■ 20 m, Az =
5 m). These oscillations are caused by the inaccuracy of numerical 
integration and differentiation involved in the calculation. As shown 

in the same figure, these oscillations are reduced to small ripples when 
the mesh intervals are reduced to medium sizes (At = 0.1 ps. Ai = 10 m, 

Az ~ 3 m). At fine mesh sizes (At - 0.05 ps. Ai " 5 m, Az = 3 m), the 
oscillations are completely suppressed, and the solution becomes a 
smooth curve as it should be. The computing time roughly doubles when 
Ai or At reduces to half its size. For the case of medium mesh size in 

Figure 3.4, it took 3 min of CPU time on ANL's IBM 3330 computer.
Numerical stability and solution accuracy are further influ

enced by the range between the field point and the channel, the speed of 
current propagation, and the waveform of the current model. These can 
be seen in Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 where all cases were calculated 

with medium mesh sizes except Az was changed to 5 m. It will be seen 
later that when the current rise time is very short, as in the model of 
Lin et al. (1980), further reduction in L i is necessary.

Selection of the spatial mesh (Ax, Ay, Az) is somewhat tricky. 
The mesh cannot be too large because it will yield inaccurate results
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Figure 3.3 The compound exponential current waveform for benchmark 
problem set 1 (after LeVine and Meneghini, 1978).
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Figure 3.5 The effect of field point range on calculated 
radiation waveforms using medium mesh sizes at three ranges: 
a) R - 1 km, b) R - 10 km, and c) R - 100 km.
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for differentiation. On the other hand, It cannot be made too small 
because the vector potential X and the scalar potential ÿ at two 

neighboring points will have almost equal values. Since the IBM 3330 
system can only keep 14 significant figures, It Is possible that when 
two nearly Identical numbers are substreated, the result will be very 
Inaccurate. When the spatial mesh size was smaller than a certain 
minimum value, step jumps In the calculated electric field were found. 

Therefore, It Is prudent to consider all the variables discussed here In 
order to select a set of optimal mesh sizes for a given problem.

3.3.2 Benchmark Problem Set 1: LeVine and Meneghini

In order to verify the EMFIELD code, two problems solved by 
LeVine and Meneghini (1978) were chosen as benchmarks. The first one 
Is the example In Section 3.3.1 used for the numerical stability and 
accuracy analyses. The second one Is the same as the first except the 
channel geometry Is tortuous Instead of straight. Exact solutions of 
the electric fields radiated by an arbitrarily oriented cur rent-carrying 

filament over a conducting ground plane were presented by them. In 
their solutions, no mathematical approximations were made, and the final 
results exist In closed form In terms of elementary functions. The 
solutions satisfy both Maxwell's equations and the necessary boundary 

conditions. Therefore, the validity of the EMFIELD code can be demon
strated by comparison of the numerical results with the exact solutions. 
Figure 3.8 shows the channel geometries and the exact solutions of the 
electric fields for these two problems taken directly from LeVine and 
Meneghini. The physical Interpretation of these results will be
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Figure 3.8 The analytical solutions of radiated electric fields 
and their corresponding channel geometries for benchmark problem 
set 1 (after LeVine and Meneghini, 1978). R Is the range from 
the field point to the ground strike point. The top panel per
tains to a straight channel, and the lower two panels pertain to 
a torturous channel.
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deferred until Chapter IV. Figure 3.9 shows the equivalent numerical 
solutions obtained from EMFIELD. Note that the tortuous channel geo

metry used in the numerical calculations was reproduced as closely as 
possible from Figure 3.8. Although minor differences exist in this 
second benchmark solution, in essence, total agreement is found between 

the two methods.

3.3.3 Benchmark Problem Set 2: Master et al.
In order to reproduce the electric and magnetic fields 

measured simultaneously at two ground stations, Lin et al. (1980) intro

duced a new lightning return stroke model, which is much more complex 
than the compound exponential transmission line model used previously. 
Their model is composed of three separate current components: (1) a
short-duration upward-propagating pulse of current I^(z, t) with con

stant amplitude, waveshape, and velocity associated with the electrical 
breakdown at the return stroke wavefront, (2) a uniform current I^ that 
may already be flowing (leader current) or may start to flow soon after 

the return stroke begins ; and (3) a corona current I^(z, t) caused by 
the radially inward and then downward movement of the charge initially 

stored in the corona sheath around the leader channel. An example of 
these three current components for a typical subsequent return stroke is 
illustrated in Figure 3.10. The salient features of a breakdown pulse 
current are the following: it increases from 0 to 3 kA in 1.0 ps, is
followed by a fast transition to a peak value of 14.9 kA at 1.1 ps, and 
is down to half value at 3.8 ps and zero at 40 ps. The breakdown pulse 

current propagates upward with a speed v = 1 x 10^ m/s. The uniform
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current Is assumed to be 3.1 kA In this example. The corona current
injected per meter of channel at z' is

Ig Cz', t) - (e"“'̂  - e"*'t) (3.25)

where = 21 A/m, X ■ 1.5 km, o' ■ 10® s” ,̂ = 3 % 10® s“ ,̂ and t is
the time after the corona current is turned on by the peak breakdown

pulse wavefront. The corona current at a height z due to all corona 
sources above it is calculated by integrating 1 (z*, t) with respect to 
z' from z to H. The result is:

+ ^1 
J V c X

“S (t — t + — ) on ce

[. — e
(3.26)

t — t^^ + ̂
where z = — — =---= is the maximum height above which there is no

m JL , i
V c

corona current source, and t^^ (■ 1.1 Ps) is the time interval between 
the initiation of corona current and the peak of the breakdown pulse 
current.

The original model of Lin et al. (1978) predicts a field 
change of opposite polarity to that of the initial field when the 

breakdown pulse reaches the top of the channel. This "mirror image" 
field change is rarely observed, and it may not be realistic.
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Furthermore, Jorden and Uman (1980) have shown that inltlal-peak 

luminosity in subsequent strokes varies markedly with height, decreasing 
to half value about 1 km above ground. Therefore, Master et al. (1981) 

subsequently proposed a modification to the original model by allowing 
the breakdown pulse current to decrease with height above the ground. 
Thus in this benchmark problem set, the amplitude of the breakdown pulse 
current is assumed to decrease exponentially with height at exactly the 
same rate as the corona current. The channel is assumed to be a verti
cal straight line of length 7.5 km in all cases here. Figure 3.11 shows 
the results of four calculated vertical electric fields for a typical 
subsequent return stroke using the modified current model of Lin et al.

In order to facilitate the numerical calculations of the 
benchmark problems shown in Figure 3.11 using EMFIELD, the breakdown 

pulse current is modeled analytically as a double exponential waveform

(z, t) . Iq e"=/^ le“ *̂  - e"*t] (3.27)

with Iq - 25 kA, a - 3.2 x lo^ s"!, 8 - 2 x lo® s“^  and A - 1.5 km. 

These were chosen to yield a waveform closely matching the original 
current waveshape. This waveform rises to its peak value of 14.81 kA by 
1.09 Us and decays to half-peak value at 3.8 Us. At 40 Us it is only 

70 mA. The corona current and the uniform current are exactly those 
shown in Figure 3.10. The equivalent current model used for the bench
mark problems are shown in Figure 3.12. Notice that there is a small 

difference in the breakdown current in Figures 3.10 and 3.12. Figure 
3.13 shows the results obtained with EMFIELD for the four vertical 
electric fields corresponding to those shown in Figure 3.10. Although
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some minor mismatch between the results in Figures 3.11 and 3.13 can be 
seen and are due to the small difference between the breakdown currents, 

the overall agreement is excellent.
The validity of EMFIELD code is thus firmly established by 

these two sets of benchmark calculations. The versatility of this code 

makes it a very powerful tool for analyzing return stroke current models 

and the associated electromagnetic fields. The code is now ready to be 
used to study the impact of channel tortuosity on the electromagnetic 
fields radiated by lightning.
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CHAPTER IV

EFFECTS OF CHANNEL TORTUOSITY ON THE CALCULATED 
ELECTRIC FIELD DURING RETURN STROKES

4.1 Introduction 
Most analyses of electromagnetic radiations from lightning 

discharges have assumed simple lightning paths, such as linear or cylin

drical vertical columns between the cloud and ground (Bruce and Golde, 
1941; Uman and McLain, 1969; Lin et al., 1980). Such an idealized 

channel geometry simplified the analysis considerably, but the results 
have provided the basis for discussions of breakdown processes and 
modeling of return stroke currents. However, it is a common observation 
that the paths of lightning channels are almost always erratic and 

tortuous. Photographic evidence of this may be seen in Salanave (1980). 
Although calculations based on a linear channel can explain quite suc
cessfully the gross feature of some selective measured data, the failure 
of the model is expected in cases where the channel is very tortuous.

The erratic nature of the lightning path has been analyzed 

statistically by Hill (1968). The results indicate that a typical 
cloud-to-ground lightning channel appears to have the broad character

istic of a random walk problem in which the step length is a constant 
and the median direction is fixed. Hill used segment lengths of 5 to
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70 m and total channel lengths of 1 to 4.3 km, and obtained a mean 
absolute value of the change in channel direction of approximately 16*. 
His conclusions imply that an average lightning path is generally 
tortuous and that higher frequency radiations will be generated by the 
rapidly oscillating horizontal component of current in a tortuous 

channel than by a vertical component in a linear channel.
More recently, a Monte Carlo simulation has been developed by 

LeVine and Meneghini (1978) to model radiations from lightning return 
strokes. The simulation employs a piecewise linear model for the 
channel and contains the assumption of a current pulse that propagates 
along the channel at constant speed. The simulation has been used to 
study the effect of tortuosity on the electric field radiated from 
return strokes. It was found that tortuosity tends to make the radiated 
waveforms less similar to the current pulse waveshape. The effect of 

tortuosity in the frequency domain is an increase in high frequency 
energy, and in the time domain it causes increased fluctuations in the 

electric field waveform. The magnitude of the increase in high fre
quency radiation depends on the mean length of the elements comprising 

the channel.
Even though the current model used by LeVine and Meneghini 

is simple and smooth (see Figure 3.3), the calculated 4E waveform, 
when a tortuous channel is used, exhibits fine structure, idiich is 
comparable to that of a selected waveform for a first return stroke 

recorded at Kennedy Space Center. It is interesting to note that their 
approach is in great contrast to the one used by Lin et al. (1980).
In order to fit two station field data obtained in Florida, Lin et al.
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developed a complex current model using a simple, straight vertical 

channel. Each of these two approaches has its own merits, but they seem 
to have contradicted to each other. In order to adequately describe an 
actual radiated 6E waveform that depends on both channel tortuosity and 
the current, it is important first to understand clearly the effects of 

tortuosity on calculated AE waveforms from different current models. A 
study incorporating simplified channel tortuosity was designed and con
ducted specifically for this purpose.

4.2 Designs of Simple Channel Tortuosity 
All channel shapes designed for this study are simple devia

tions from a vertical line. The basic reason for using these designs is 

to gain an understanding of the impacts of the channel tortuosity by 
comparing the calculated electric field from both tortuous and vertical 
channels. Table 4.1 lists the coordinates of the seventeen simple, 

tortuous channels. Figure 4.1 illustrates the 17 channel geometries 
with the observer, i.e. the field point or measurement site, located on 

the x-axis at ranges Rq of 1, 10, and 100 km from the ground strike 

point. All the tortuous channels are assumed to turn at a height of 
3 km, with either the channel top or the turning point displaced hori

zontally by 3 km. An exception to these horizontal displacements and to 

a maximum height of 6 km is the double, vertical channel (ZD) whose top 
is at 12 km.

In an attempt to resolve the issues resulting from the work 

of LeVine and Meneghini and that of Lin et al., two current models were 
tested in this study. The first one is the compound exponential
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TABLE 4.1. Coordinates for Ground Points, Turning Points, and Channel Tops of 17 
Simple, Tortuous Channels. The 17 Simple Channels Reduce to 12 When 
Symmetry is Considered Symmetrical Channels are Shown in ( ).

Channel
Type

Ground Point (km) Turning Point (km) Channel Top (km)
X y z X y z X y z

XP 0.0 0.0 0.0 -3.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 6.0
XH 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 6.0

YP(YM) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 (-3.0) 3.0 0.0 0.0 6.0
XPYP(XPYM) 0.0 0.0 0.0 -3.0 3.0 (-3.0) 3.0 0.0 0.0 6.0

XMYM(XMYP) 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 -3.0 ( 3.0) 3.0 0.0 0.0 6.0
ZD 0.0 0.0 0.0 - - - 0.0 0.0 12.0

ZHXP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 -3.0 0.0 6.0
ZHXM 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 6.0

ZHYP(ZHYM) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 (-3.0) 6.0
XPZT 0.0 0.0 0.0 - - - -3.0 0.0 6.0
XMZT 0.0 0.0 0.0 - - - 3.0 0.0 6.0

YPZT(YMZT) 0.0 0.0 0.0 - - - 3.0 (-3.0) 0.0 6.0

ONUi



1XPYP

XP XPYM
3"

XMYM r XMYP

— 1 YP ZD

Figure 4.1.a Simple channel geometries designed for this study. 
The field point is at R_. Channel coordinates for each line 
code, (e.g. XP), are given in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.1.b Simple channel geometries designed for this study. 
The field point is at R_. Channel coordinates for each line 
code, (e.g. ZHXP), are given in Table 4.1.
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transmission line model, which was discussed in the first benchmark 
problem (Figure 3.3). The second current model is the one described in 
the second benchmark problem (Figure 3.11). These two current models 

are characteristically different and were applied to 12 channel geome

tries (computations for the other five, symmetrical counterparts were 
not done). Radiated waveforms were calculated with the EMFIELD code.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Compound Exponential Transmission Line Model
For this current model, the mesh sizes used in all calcula

tions with EMFIELD were At = 0.1 ps, A£ * 10 m, and Az » 5 m. Figure
4.2 shows the results of the reference case where the channel geometry 
is a vertical straight line 6 km high. Electric field waveforms at 1 km 
and 100 km are shown with a vertical scaling factor of 1/10 and 10, 
respectively. Results for the designed tortuous channels are shown in 

Figure 4.3.
According to the derivations in Chapter III, two abrupt 

changes in the calculated waveforms are associated, respectively, with 

the turning point at R^ or the channel top at R^ at times given by

ti - —  + —  (4-1)

and
in Rn R-

t2 (4-2)

where is the channel length from the ground to the turning point, ig 
is the channel length from ground to the channel top, R^ is the distance
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from the turning point to the field point, Rg is the distance from 
the channel top to the field point, and is the distance from the 
ground strike point to the field point. For this current model, the 
return stroke current wavefront is assumed to propagate with the speed 

of light. Table 4.2 shows the calculated times (t^, t^) and associated 
parameters R^, R^) for the 17 channel geometries. Abrupt
changes in the calculated waveforms corresponding to these times are 
indeed observed in Figure 4.3.

By comparing the waveforms from the tortuous channel and the 
vertical reference channel, one can see significant effects due to 
channel tortuosity. Both the magnitude and waveshape of the calculated 

electric field depend on and are indicative of channel geometry. The 
interpretation of rise and decay times of the waveforms become ambiguous 
for the tortuous channels. The magnitude of the calculated field 

generally increases if the channel turns toward the field point, and 
vice versa. At close range, channel tortuosity has a smaller effect 

than at greater distances. This is due to the fact that close by the 
field is predominately electrostatic, and at long distance, the radia
tion field dominates.

4.3.2 Modified Return Stroke Model of Lin et al.
For the modified current model of Lin et al., the mesh sizes 

used in EMFIELD calculations were At * 0.35 Us, A& * 2 m, and Az » 10 m. 

Figure 4.4 shows the results of the reference case where the channel 

geometry is a vertical straight line of 6 km high. Results for the same 
tortuous channels used previously are shown in Figure 4.5. Electric
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TABLE 4.2. Calculated Times, t, and t,, and Associated Parameters Using Compound Exponential Transmission Line Model (v ■for 17 Channel Geometries c - 3 X 10® m/s)

ChannelType *1(km) *2(km)

Hq - 1 km Rq - 10 km Rg - 100 km
«1(km) «2(km) ‘l(ps) «=2(pa) «1(km)

R2
(km) H(pa) •̂2(pa) «1(km) «2(km) (pa) «=2(pa)

XP 4.24 8.48 5.00 6.08 27.5 45.2 13.34 11.66 25.3 33.8 103.04 100.18 24.3 28.9
XM 4.24 8.48 3.60 6.08 22.8 45.2 7.62 11.66 6.2 33.8 97.05 100.18 4.3 28.9

TP(TH) 4.24 8.48 4.36 6.08 25.3 45.2 10.86 11.66 17.0 33.8 100.09 100.18 14.4 28.9
XPTP(XPTM) 5.20 10.40 5.83 6.08 33.4 51.6 13.67 11.66 29.6 40.2 103.09 100.18 27.6 35.3
XMÏH(XMYP) 5.20 10.40 4.69 6.08 29.6 51.6 8.18 11.66 11.3 40.2 97.09 100.18 7.6 35.3

ZD - 12.00 - 12.04 - 76.8 - 15.62 - 58.7 - 100.72 - 42.4
ZHXP 3.00 7.24 3.16 7.21 17.2 44.8 10.44 14.32 11.5 38.5 100.04 103.17 10.1 34.7
ZHXM 3.00 7.24 3.16 6.32 17.2 41.9 10.44 9.22 11.5 21.5 100.04 97.18 10.1 14.7

ZHTP(ZHYM) 3.00 7.24 3.16 6.78 17.2 43.4 10.44 12.04 11.5 30.9 100.04 100.22 10.1 24.9
XPZT - 6.71 - 7.21 - 43.1 - 14.32 - 36.8 - 103.17 - 32.9
XMZT - 6.71 - 6.32 - 40.1 - 9.22 - 19.8 - 97.18 - 13.0

YPZT(TMZT) - 6.71 - 6.78 - 41.6 - 12.04 - 29.2 - 100.22 - 23.1
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Figure 4.4 Reference case for the modified current model of Lin et al.: calculated electric
fields for a vertical channel of 6 km high. A vertical scaling factor of 1/40 and 10 is used
to show the electric fields at R = 1 km and R = 100 km, respectively.
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field changes at 1 km and 100 km are shown with different scaling 
factors as shown in each figure. In this model, the breakdown wavefront 
is assumed to propagate at one third the speed of light. The times t^ 

and tg in the calculated waveforms corresponding to the channel tortu
osity can be calculated again by Equations 4.1 and 4.2. The results are 
shown in Table 4.3.

By comparing the waveforms of the 17 tortuous channels and the 
vertical reference case, one sees that with the modified model of Lin et 

al., channel tortuosity has a smaller effect. Only minor perturbations 
in 4E are observed at the major turning points. This is a significant 

contrast to the effects of tortuosity when the compound exponential 
transmission line model is used (Section 4.3.1). Nevertheless, the 

magnitude of the calculated electric field does depend on the channel 
geometry and the range to the field point. Since both the breakdown and 

corona currents decay with height, it is not surprising that the effects 
of channel tortuosity are less than that in the compound exponential 
model. The radiation field for all channel geometries at far distances 

resembles the current waveshape. This is not the case in the previous 
model where the radiation waveform is significantly different from the 
current waveform due to channel tortuosity.

4.4 Study Using Complex Channel Geometry
The calculations incorporating simple channel tortuosity 

reported in previous sections are relatively easy to analyze and have 
elucidated several fundamental aspects of the effects of channel tortu
osity on calculated electric field waveforms. Nevertheless, such
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TABLE 4.3. Calculated Times, t. and t„, and Associated Parameters for 12 Channel Geometries Using the Modified Model of Lin et al. (v • 1 x 10̂  m/s)

ChannelType *1
(k«)

*2
(km)

R f l - l k m Rg - 10 km Rg ■ 100 km
«1
(km)

«2
(km)

4(pa) 4
(m s ) (km)

R2
(km)

h
(m s )

4
(m s )

«1
(km)

«2
(km) (m b )

‘2
(m s )

XP 4.24 8.48 5.00 6.08 55.7 101.7 13.34 11.66 53.5 90.3 103.04 100.18 52.5 85.4
XM 4.24 8.48 3.60 6.08 51.1 101.7 7.62 11.66 34.5 90.3 97.05 100.18 32.6 85.4

TP(ÏM) 4.24 8.48 4.36 6.08 53.6 101.7 10.86 11.66 45.3 90.3 100.09 100.18 42.7 85.4
XPYP(XPÏM) 5.20 10.40 5.83 6.08 68.1 120.9 13.67 11.66 64.2 109.5 103.09 100.18 62.3 104.6
XMTM(XMTP) 5.20 10.40 4.69 6.08 64.3 102.9 8.18 11.66 45.9 109.5 97.09 100.18 42.3 104.6

ZD - 12.00 - 12.04 - 156.8 - 15.62 - 138.7 - 100.72 - 122.4
ZHXP 3.00 7.24 3.16 7.21 37.2 93.1 10.44 14.32 31.5 86.8 100.04 103.17 30.1 83.0
ZHXM 3.00 7.24 3.16 6.32 37.2 90.1 10.44 9.22 31.5 69.8 100.04 97.18 30.1 63.0

ZHYP(ZHTM) 3.00 7.24 3.16 6.78 37.2 91.7 10.44 12.04 31.5 79.2 100.04 100.22 30.1 73.1
XPZT - 6.71 - 7.21 - 87.8 - 14.32 - 81.5 - 103.17 - 77.7
XMZT - 6.71 - 6.32 - 84.8 - 9.22 - 64.5 - 97.18 - 57.7

YPZT(ÏMZT) - 6.71 - 6.78 - 86.4 - 12.04 - 73.9 - 100.22 - 67.8



simplified channel geometries are neither representative nor realistic 
of most naturally occurring lightning. They are either over simplified 
or greatly exaggerated as compared to lightning photographs. It Is 
possible that some of the findings using simplified geometries are not 
valid In general. Therefore, It Is prudent to extend this study to 

Include complex channel geometry, which Is more representative of real 
lightning.

The tortuous channel shown In Figure 3.9 was chosen. It was 
constructed by connecting randomly oriented segments to form a piecewise 

linear chain. The Individual element lengths and orientation were 
chosen by a Monte Carlo simulation (LeVine and Meneghini, 1978). The 
calculated electric field waveforms from the compound exponential trans
mission line model at ranges of 1, 10, and 100 km were shown earlier In 

Figure 3.8 to confirm the validity of the EMFIELD code. These solutions 
are repeated In Figure 4.6.a to facilitate comparison with the solutions 

obtained from the modified current mode of Lin et al. for the same 
channel geometry, which Is shown in Figure 4.6.b.

By comparing the results from linear and tortuous channels 

using the compound exponential current model (Figures 4.2 and 4.6.a), 

one sees that channel tortuosity Introduces many large fluctuations In 

the calculated 4B waveforms, especially at distant ranges. Every sharp 
turn In the waveform can be correlated to a major turning point In the 
lightning channel. Furthermore, these calculated 4e waveforms Indicate 

that the channel tortuosity Increases the higher frequency radiations as 

expected.
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By comparing the results from linear and tortuous channels 

using the modified current model of Lin et al. (Figures 4.4 and 4.6.b), 
one sees that a tortuous channel introduces only small perturbations in 
the AE waveform obtained with a linear channel. Due to the height- 
dependent nature of this current model, tortuosity in the lower portion 
of the channel tends to introduce larger fluctuations in the calculated 
electric field than does tortuosity at greater heights. At close range, 
channel tortuosity has a smaller effect on the calculated waveform since 
only the static field is dominant. The high frequency fluctuations 
caused by channel tortuosity are relatively small and may not be 

measurable.

4.5 Conclusions
Based on the study performed in this chapter, the following 

conclusions are obtained:

1. The effects of channel tortuosity on the calculated 
electric field during a return stroke depend on the current model being 

used. Significant effects are observed in the compound exponential 
transmission line model, while only small effects are found in the 

modified model of Lin et al.
2. The times t^ and associated with turning points in the 

AE waveforms are directly correlated to channel geometry and can be 
calculated precisely in both models. In the compound exponential trans
mission line model, these times are very prominent and easily identifi
able; while in the modified model of Lin et al., they are less clear. 
However, if the turning points occur in the lower part of the channel.
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the effect of tortuosity on the modified model of Lin et al. would be 

enhanced because of the height dependence of this model. If the major 
turning points caused by channel geometry are truly observable, simul
taneously measured electric fields at several sites are potentially 

useful to reconstruct channel geometry. It may also be possible to 
estimate the return stroke wavefront speed.

3. The waveform of the calculated electric field depends 

strongly on the range to the field point in both models. Its dependency 
on channel tortuosity is greater in the first model than in the second.

4. The interpretation of rise time of the AE waveforms 

becomes ambiguous for tortuous channels when using compound exponential 
transmission line model. However, the rise time of the initial peak in 

AE calculated with the modified model of Lin et al. is not sensitive to 
channel tortuosity or the range to the field point.
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CHAPTER V

COMPARISON OF CALCULATED VERSUS MEASURED ELECTRIC FIELD 
CHANGES USING RECONSTRUCTED CHANNEL GEOMETRIES

5.1 Introduction 

The analyses described In Chapter IV have elucidated several 
basic features of the Impacts of channel tortuosity on calculated elec

tric fields for return strokes. They provide a foundation for further 
Investigation and understanding of this Issue In a more realistic way. 

Since the channel geometries being analyzed In Chapter IV were artifi
cially designed, the calculated AE waveforms cannot be verified by 
experimental results. In order to evaluate the effects of tortuosity on 
radiated fields from natural lightning, simultaneously recorded electric 

fields and channel geometries are needed. As stated In Chapter 1, the 

major thrust of this dissertation research Is to compare the calculated 
and measured electric field changes using reconstructed channel geomet
ries. It Is a very challenging task In that one has to obtain good 

quality data on both electric field changes and channel geometry of a 
lightning flash, «dilch Is usually highly unpredictable In time and space 

as discussed In Chapter 11.
Channel reconstruction using the ray tracing technique from 

acoustic data was originally planned and conducted In this research.
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The results, as described in Chapter II, indicate only the gross features 

of the channel geometry. Fine details of the channel tortuosity and the 
time sequence of events cannot be obtained from this technique. Further
more, the portion of the channel below about 1 km cannot be reconstructed 
accurately because of the reflection of thunder signals by the terrain.

In view of these deficiencies and realizing the importance of the lower 
portion of the channel in the model of Lin et al., it was subsequently 
decided that photographic channel data should also be considered. These 

two types of data will complement each other since photographic data 
cover the channel below the cloud base while the acoustic data ade

quately describe the higher, in-cloud channels. Unfortunately, there 
are no dual-station, photographic data available in conjunction with 

thunder data obtained at NSSL. Multistation television (TV) video data 
recorded at the University of Florida Lightning Research Laboratory were 

provided by Dr. Martin Uman and Dr. William Beasley along with the 

associated AE waveforms. This set of data not only meets the need of 

this research but also broadens the scope of it. In the following 
sections, detailed analysis of channel tortuosity for selected flashes 
from these two sets of data and the significance of the tortuosity will 

be presented.

5.2 Analysis of University of Florida Data

5.2.1 Channel Reconstruction from Two-Station TV Data

Two-station TV pictures of two lightning flashes recorded at 
Gainesville, Florida during the summer of 1979 were selected. The first 
flash, labelled GNVl, occurred on July 15 and the second flash, GNV2,
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occurred on July 18. The video system consisted of four TV cameras at 
different locations. The camera locations and viewing angles are shown 
in Figure 5.1. The two flashes analyzed here were within the viewing 
angle of both cameras 1 and 2 , and therefore it is possible to recon

struct their channel geometries. The procedure for reconstruction is as 

follows :
1. Find the azimuth angle 6 of the ground strike point on 

the picture from each station by dividing the viewing angle uniformly 

across the screen.
2. Find the position of the ground strike point by inter

secting two lines drawn from each TV camera using the corresponding 

azimuth angle.
3. Determine the distance R from the ground strike point to 

each camera.
4. Find the elevation angle 4» for every major turning point 

of the channel in one picture by dividing uniformly the vertical viewing 

angle.
5. Calculate the height z of these turning points using

z “ R tan 4» (5.1)

6. Find the corresponding points on thé other picture. 

Generally these points in one picture are also major turning points in 

the other picture. The above two steps can be iterated until a com

pletely consistent set of turning points is obtained.
7. Find the positions of these major turning points using the

same steps (1 and 2) as that for the ground point.
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multistation TV camera network used by the University of 
Florida Lightning Research Laboratory.
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Figure 5.2 shows the TV pictures of the first flash, GNVl, 

reproduced from the original data; the corresponding major turning 
points from each camera are identified. Figure 5.3 shows similar 

features for the second flash, GNV2. The coordinates of the channel 
geometries obtained from the TV data are listed in Table 5.1 for GNVl 
and Table 5.2 for GNV2. The origin of the coordinates is set at camera 

1 where the electric field sensor was located.
There are two major sources of errors in the coordinates 

obtained from two-station TV data. First, since each camera only 
projects the channel onto the focal plane, the relative viewing angle 

between the two cameras with respect to the channel should be 90° in 
order to obtain accurately the three-dimensional coordinates. Other
wise, one needs three independent, simultaneous views. The relative 
viewing angles of the ground strike points from these two cameras are 
about 40° for both flashes; therefore some of the actual channel tor
tuosity may not be fully revealed and thus cannot be determined. Due 

to the random orientation of lightning channels, it is impossible to 
quantify the uncertainty arising from the relative viewing angle. 
Secondly, there are small errors in the measurement of angles due to 
the resolution of TV pictures and in the distance measurements on the 
map. The estimated error in the measurement of angles is within ±1°, 
and causes a 2% uncertainty in the range R. The final calculated 

coordinates will then have an error within 2.8%.
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Figure 5.2 Reproduction of TV images of flash GNVl, 15 July 79, 
1902:14 EST. Corresponding turning points identified from each 
camera are labelled with the same letter.
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Figure 5.3 Reproduction of TV images of flash GNV2, 18 July 79, 
1846:00 EST. Corresponding turning points identified from each 
camera are labelled with the same letter.
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TABLE 5.1. Measured Azimuth Angles, Distances from Electric Field Sensor, and the Reconstructed
Channel Coordinates of Flash GNVl Obtained from T*o-Statlon TV Pictures

Point
Azimuth Angle from Picture of Camera 1 9̂  ̂(")

Azimuth Angle from Picture of Camera 2 0̂  (®)
Distance from Electric Field Sensor R (km) K (km) y (km) * (km)

a 110.0 149.0 5.00 4.70 -1.71 0.0
b 110.0 148.6 5.04 4.75 -1.72 0.09
c 110.0 149.2 5.00 4.70 -1.71 0.21
d 110.6 148.2 5.18 4.85 -1.82 0.39
e 110.0 147.5 5.18 4.87 -1.77 0.59
f 110.0 147.0 5.27 4.95 -1.80 0.82
8 110.3 146.0 5.36 5.03 -1.86 1.05
h 109.5 146.3 5.27 4.97 -1.76 1.28
1 110.0 144.7 5.55 5.22 -1.90 1.45
j 109.8 145.3 5.44 5.12 -1.84 1.55
k 110.0 145.2 5.44 5.11 -1.86 1.71
1 109.4 144.7* 5.55 5.23 -1.84 1.80
m 109.7 144.7* 5.45 5.13 -1.83 2.08
n 108.5 144.7* 5.55 5.26 -1.76 2.38
are estimated.
Note: The zye coordinate origin Is at camera 1 (same location as Electric Field Sensor);•Mt direction Is east; direction is north.



TABLE 5.2. Measured Azimuth Angles, Distances from Electric Field Sensor, and the Reconstructed
Channel Coordinates of Flash GNV2 Obtained from Ttoo-Station TV Pictures

Point
Azimuth Angle from Picture of Camera 1 0̂  (*>

Azimuth Angle from Picture of Camera 2 0̂  (•)
Distance from Electric Field Sensor R (km) X (km) y (km) z (km)

a 90.0 230.0 1.09 1.09 0.00 0.00
b 90.0 230.0 1.09 1.09 0.00 0.05
c 90.5 229.6 1.13 1.13 -0.01 0.11
d 90.3 229.6 1.11 1.11 -0.01 0.15
e 90.7 229.2 1.09 1.09 -0.01 0.16
f 90.8 229.4 1.10 1.10 -0.01 0.18
K 91.8 229.8 0.91 0.91 -0.03 0.25
h 92.1 230.0 0.91 0.91 -0.03 0.32
i 91.8 230.7 0.86 0.86 -0.03 0.43
3 91.8 230.8 0.82 0.82 -0.03 0.51
k 91.5 230.8 0.84 0.84 -0.02 0.55
1 91.4 230.6 0.84 0.84 -0.02 0.64
m 91.4* 230.0 1.01 1.01 -0.03 0.73
n 91.4* 230.4 0.95 0.95 -0.02 0.86

*Tbe last two points (m, n) are out of the picture frame of camera 1; the numbers here are estimated.
Note: The zyz coordinate origin is at camera 1 (same location as Electric Field Sensor):+x direction is east; +y direction is north.



5.2.2 Comparison of Measured and Calculated Electric Fields

5.2.2.a Flash GNVl. The recorded electric field waveform of 
GNVl is reproduced in Figure 5.4. The general waveform consists of a 
very sharp initial peak of 73.6 V/m at 3 Ps, a transition region about 
10 PS wide, and a linear ramp with a slope of -0.8 V/m per Ps. This 

waveform exhibits many features typical of a return stroke at a distance 
of about 5 km (Tiller et al., 1976). High frequency (~1 MHz) oscilla
tions with amplitude of about 10-15 V/m p-p are observed in the data.
The source of the periodic noise is unknown, but it is unlikely that it 
was generated by the lightning.

Electric field waveforms were calculated with EMFIELD using 
the modified current model of Lin et al. Two calculations were made: 
one with reconstructed channel geometry and the other with a vertical 

linear channel. To fit the experimental data, the current model contains 
these parameters in the first calculation: Ig = 31 k& for breakdown

current and I - 5.1 kA for the uniform current, and the rest of the u
current model parameters remain the same as for the second benchmark 
problem in Section 3.3.3. Channel geometry above the top of the TV 
pictures of GNVl is assumed to be vertical up to a height of about 7 km. 
The total channel length of GNVl is then about 7.5 km.

The calculated AE using the reconstructed channel fits 
satisfactorily with the experimental data as can be seen in Figure 5.4. 
The calculated AE has several prominent turning points that occur at 
the times associated with the major turns in the TV pictures. After 
the first 10 Ps, the turning points in the recorded waveform cannot be
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Figure 5.4 Calculated and measured electric field changes for flash GNVl. The 
results labelled tortuous and linear refer to AE calculated with the reconstructed 
tortuous and the equivalent vertical channel, respectively.



confidently identified with channel tortuosity due to the noise 
oscillation.

In the second calculation, the channel geometry is assumed 
to be vertical with a height of 7.5 km, which is equivalent to the total 
channel length in the first calculation. This linear channel is also 
assumed to be located at the same ground strike point (R - 5 km) as the 
tortuous one. In order to fit the experimental data, the current model 
contains the same assumed parameters as in the previous calculation 

except that I^ had to be changed to 3.1 kA. The results for this 
case are also shown in Figure 5.4 for comparison. A reasonably good fit 

to the general trend of the measured data for the initial peak and the 

linear ramp portion are obtained. However, the transition region in the 
calculated results is narrower than in the experimental data. One can, 
of course, modify the parameters for the corona current to improve the 

agreement for this portion.
5.2.2.b Flash GNV2. The measured electric field change for 

flash 6NV2 is reproduced in Figure 5.5. There is a very sharp initial 
rapid decrease to -434 V/m at 3 p s ,  followed immediately by an almost 
linearly varying transition region that is 24 p s  wide and has a slope of 
about -40 V/m per p s ;  then there is linear ramp with a slope of -20 V/m 

per p s .  This waveform exhibits many features of a typical return stroke 
at a distance of approximately 1 km. Again high frequency (*»1 MHz) 

oscillations similar to those in GNVl are observed in the original data. 

The amplitude of the oscillation is about 100-250 V/m p-p. Although the 
relative amplitude of noise in this case is smaller than the previous
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one, It Is still difficult to associate the oscillations with the 
channel tortuosity.

Results of calculated electric field changes using the recon

structed channel as well as the vertical channel are also shown In 
Figure 5.5. In the tortuous case, the current model has the same 
parameters as the second benchmark problem In Section 3.3.3. Again the 
channel geometry above the TV picture Is assumed to be vertical up to a 
height of 7.2 km. This makes the total channel length of GNV2 7.5 km.
The calculated waveform using the reconstructed channel agrees very well 

with the experimental data as can be seen In the figure. Two minor 
fluctuations due to channel tortuosity are observed In the calculated 
waveform as well as In the experimental data. Since the range of this 
flash was about 1 km from the field sensor, the effect of channel 
geometry on the calculated waveform should be small as Indicated by the 
analyses In Chapter IV.

The calculated electric field change for GNV2 using a vertical 

linear channel Is also shown In Figure 5.5. The current model parameters 

are the same as for the previous one. In order to obtain agreement with 

experimental data, the length of the linear channel Is assumed to be 7.5 
km. The channel should be closer to the electric sensor since the 
actual flash was slanted slightly toward it. Use of an equivalent range 
of 0.95 km gives a good fit of the calculated to the experimental 

waveforms.
From the analysis of flashes GNVl and GNV2, the following can 

be concluded: (1) Results of calculations for tortuous and linear
channels using the same current model do not always agree with each
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other. If different parameters in the current model are assumed, both 
calculations can reproduce the measured AE reasonably well. (2) Channel 
tortuosity produces fluctuations that can barely be seen in the experi
mental data. The noise levels in the measured waveforms are comparable 
to the calculated signal fluctuations due to small channel tortuosity.

The degrees of tortuosity of channel geometries for GNVl and GNV2 are 
relatively small; therefore only minor differences were found in the 
calculations with tortuous and vertical channels. One can certainly 

expect such a disparity to widen as the magnitude of the channel tor

tuosity increases.

5.3 Analysis of NSSL Data

5.3.1 Antenna Circuit Response to an Electric Field Change
The output voltage V^(t) obtained from the fast antenna can be 

related to the electric field change at the sensing plate during return 
strokes. The relationship between the field strength E(t) and measured 
voltage V^(t) depends on the characteristics of the electronic circuit, 

especially its decay time constant R^C^. A schematic diagram depicting 
the fast (and slow) antenna electronics is shown in Figure 2.5.

A change in the electric field of AE at the sensing plate will 

change the induced charge on the plate by an amount
AQ ■ - eK A AE (5.2)

where e is the atmospheric permittivity and K is the form factor and 

other electronic gains in the system. The value of K has been determined 
by instrument calibration using known input signals and simultaneous
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recordings of field changes from distant lightning detected with flush- 
mount and elevated antennas (the antennas were normally mounted above 

the ground to achieve higher sensitivity).
The input current i^^ can be written as

■ I? ■ ■ *  * H  (5.3)

Kirchhoff's point rule at the summing point S gives

(in + (R + 1. - ° (5-4)
For an ideal operational amplifier in the inverting mode,

V dV
(r ■ (c - d T  (5-5)

By substituting Equations 5.3 and 5.4 into Equation 5.5, one gets

This is a first order, inhomogeneous differential equation, and it can 
be solved by the method of integrating factor. The solution is

R,C, e A K R.C, e A K
V^(t) - V (0) e  ̂  ECO) e  ̂  ̂+--2----E(t)0 0

^ e I  E<t.) e ̂  df

If the output voltage V^(t) is measured with respect to its initial 
value V^(0), the output signal becomes
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-t/R-C
à V A t ) = V„(t) - V^(0) « V (0) [e = = - 1] + o o o o

e A K o

/

E(t) - E(0) e

t'

RfCf RfCf
RfCf

R_C_
E(t') e  ̂  ̂ dt' (5.8)

When the time constant R^C^ Is very large relative to the duration of 
the field change of interest, the first term vanishes and the last term 
in Equation 5.8 is small and therefore can be neglected. The output 

signal becomes
e Â K

AV (t) - -2- AE(t), with AE(t) - E(t) - E(0) (5.9)

This result is exactly the formula used by Krehbiel, et al. (1979) for 

the analysis of multistation slow antenna data.
In the above derivations, it is assumed that the rise time of 

the circuit is zero. For the completeness of the circuit analysis, one 
needs to consider the effect of a finite rise time. If the rise time is

t^, then the output signal should be modified as
-t/t

AV^(t) - [AV^(t)]; _o (1 - e f) (5.10)

According to Equation 5.8, the output voltage Av^(t) is 

complicated by the initial output voltage V^(0) from the circuit (i.e. 
the voltage when the return stroke starts). When the time constant R^C^
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Is small, the first term of Equation 5.8 approaches an asymptotic value 
-V^(0) rapidly. The output voltage is thus shifted by a DC level. On 
the other hand, if is large, the first term becomes vanishingly
small and the effect of V^(0) then will be negligible. Since the time 
constant R^C^ for fast antenna circuit used at NSSL is 100 ps, it is 
necessary to include the effect of V^(G) on the measured field changes. 

The rise time t^ for the circuit is about 1 ps, which is quite small and 
will only alter the output voltage slightly.

5.3.2 Comparison of Measured and Calculated Electric Fields
5.3.2.a Flash NSSL9. There are five return strokes in flash 

NSSL9 as indicated by the slow antenna record shown in Figure 2.6.

Among them, the second, the fourth, and the fifth return stroke have 
high quality fast antenna waveforms. These three measured waveforms are 
shown in Figures 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8, respectively. The general shape of 

the waveforms consists of a very sharp initial peak at about 3 ps,
followed by a decay down to an almost constant level ('<5 V). High
frequency oscillations (~0.5 MHz) of amplitude 1-2 V p-p are seen. The

range of the reconstructed channel in Figure 2.3 is about 2.5 km. At 
this range, according to the model calculation, a typical waveform (as 
shown in Figure 5.6) for the second return stroke has a linear ramp 
portion with a negative slope starting at about 10 ps. However, such a 
downward trend does not exist in the measured data until after 60 ps. 

There are several possibilities for this apparent discrepancy: (1) the
range of the channel reconstructed from thunder is in error, (2) the 

antenna electronics filter out the electrostatic field, or (3) the
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equivalent circuit analyzed in the previous section is oversimplified. 
The second and third possibilities cannot be verified without extensive 
circuit testing and analysis, an effort which is beyond the scope of 
this research. It is likely that the first possibility that the recon

structed channel is not associated with this particular flash is the 
source of error.

The direction of the leader electric field change proceeding 
the return stroke (Figure 2.6) indicates that the range of flash NSSL9 
should be less than 5 km. However, starting time of the linear ramp 
portion of the fast antenna waveform suggests that the range should be 
greater than 10 km (Tiller et al., 1976). Using the reconstructed 

channel at 2.5 km (Figure 2.3), there is no way to fit the measured data 
no matter how the current parameters are chosen. It is therefore 
concluded that this reconstructed channel probably is not associated 
with the recorded electric field data.

After reexamining the acoustic data, it was found that another 

possible channel with a range of about 5 km can be associated with this 

flash. This channel geometry is shown in Figure 5.9. The electric 
field change calculated with this new channel agrees much better with 
the measured data as indicated in Figure 5.6. Consequently, this 
channel will be used hereafter for the analysis of MSSL9. The calcu

lated results are shown with experimental data in Figures 5.6, 5.7, and 
5.8 for comparison. Due to the lack of data for the initial voltage 
output V^(0) of the fast antenna circuit, the calculated voltage output 
V^(t) is arbitrarily adjusted by a DC level such that a good overall 
agreement with the measured waveform is obtained.
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For the second and the fourth return strokes, the calculated 

results are obtained with the same current model parameters, i.e. Xg =

15 kA, - 8 A/m, = 0.05 kA. The agreement between the calculated 
and the measured data is fair. Some departure in the transition region 
and the linear ramp portion can be seen. The difference between V^(t) 

calculated with tortuous and linear channels is quite small for the 
initial peak and the linear ramp portion, but some significant departure 
can be found in the transition region. The linear channel gives a 

higher and narrower waveform for the transition region.

For the fifth return stroke, the initial peak is only about 
half the value of the previous two strokes. Therefore the current model 
parameters are adjusted to Ig = 12 kA, ■ 5.5 A/m, and - 0.05 kA.
The agreement in the initial peak and the linear ramp portion is accep
table when the tortuous channel is used. Quite large differences are 
seen in the transition region. For the linear vertical channel, the 
overall agreement with measurement is not quite as good as that of the 
tortuous channel.

5.3.2.b Flash NSSLIO. There are at least five return strokes 
in flash NSSLIO as indicated by the slow antenna output (Figure 2.7). 

However, only the fourth and fifth return strokes have good fast antenna 

data. The recorded fast antenna waveforms of these two return strokes 
are shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. The general waveform is very similar 
to the typical characteristics of a return stroke at a range of 10 km.
It consists of a sharp initial peak at about 3 ps, followed by a rather 

broad transition region of about 40 ps and then a linear ramp.
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For the fourth return stroke, the calculated results are 
obtained with current model parameters of Iq " 35 kA, ■> 21 A/m, = 
2.5 kA. The agreement between the calculated and measured data is very 
good. The difference between V^(t) calculated with tortuous and linear 

channels is very minor except for the hump at 36 Us due to channel 
tortuosity.

For the fifth return stroke, the initial peak is only about 

half the value of the previous one. Therefore the current model param
eters are adjusted to Iq = 25 kA, = 21 A/m, and 1^ ■ 2.5 kA. Again 
the agreement between the calculated and measured data is very good.

The difference between V^(t) calculated with tortuous channel and linear 
channel is very minor except for the same hump due to channel tortuosity.

From the analysis of flashes NSSL9 and NSSLIO, the following 

can be concluded:
1. The impacts of channel tortuosity on the calculated 

waveforms are almost negligible because channels reconstructed with 
acoustic ray tracing do not provide information for the lower portion, 

which is most significant in the modified model of Lin et al. Further
more, the acoustic ray tracing technique does not provide fine structure 

in the channel geometry, which is responsible for the high frequency 
oscillations.

2. As experienced in the analysis of flash NSSL9, it is 

possible to have more than one channel for a particular flash recon
structed from the acoustic data. Without additional corroborating data, 
it is impossible to resolve the ambiguity of these reconstructed 

channels.
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3. According to the circuit analysis in Section 5.3.1, the 

adjustment of the calculated results by a DC level of V^(0) is legiti
mate only if the R^Cg time constant of the fast antenna circuit is 
sufficiently large compared to the time duration of a return stroke.
The time constant of the NSSL fast antenna is 100 Ws, which is not long 
enough. Consequently, some deformation in the waveform is expected but 
was not incorporated in the analysis. Had a larger value, such as 
1-3 ms been used, the output waveform would then have been unaffected by 
Vg(0), and a direct comparison with the calculated electric field change 
would be possible.

5.4 Calculated Return Stroke Charge Transfer
Charge transferred by the return stroke in the first 100 Ms

can be calculated by integrating with respect to time the current at the 
ground. Using the three components of the current ly, I^, and 1 ,̂ one
can calculate their separate contributions to the total charge transfer
as follows:

dt - c;- e - R r
i ' V C/

■ f

V)
- e
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£■. dt - T (5.13)

where T = 100 ps, C, = + —-C_ = ^  ~  and all otherX V  C A f c V  C A
parameters are those which were used in the previous sections to give 
the best fit to the data. Table 5.3 shows the calculated charge trans
fer for GNVl, GNV2, NSSL9, and NSSLIO.

For the University of Florida data, charges transferred by the 
breakdown currents for both return strokes are comparable with the mean 
value of 0.093 C obtained by Lin et al. (1980). Charges transferred 

by the corona currents for both return strokes are the same and also 
comparable with the mean value of 0.56 C (Lin et al., 1980). Charge 
transferred by the uniform current for GNVl depends on the channel 
geometry being used since a different uniform current is required to fit 

the data. This is not the case for GNV2 where the same current model 
fits both linear and tortuous channels. This is consistent with the 
conclusion that channel tortuosity has greater impact on distant flashes 

as indicated earlier in Chapter IV. The total charge transferred by 
each return stroke is also comparable with the mean value of 0.97 C 

obtained by Brook et al. (1962).
For the NSSL data, the charges transferred by flash NSSL9 are 

very small, and the contribution of the uniform-current was especially 

small. It is possible that this particular flash had unusually low 

current or the range of the reconstructed channel is in error. As 
mentioned before, the fast antenna waveform of NSSL9 indicates the range
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TABLE 5.3. Calculated Charges Transferred by the Return Strokes During First 100 us

Flash Geometry
"0
(kA)

:i
(A/m)

:u
(kA)

%
(C)

Qe
(C)

Qu
(C)

Qt
(C)

Tortuous 31 21 5.1 0.08 0.67 0.51 1.26
Linear 31 21 3.1 0.08 0.67 0.31 1.06
Tortuous 25 21 3.1 0.06 0.67 0.31 1.05
Linear 25 21 3.1 0.06 0.67 0.31 1.05

R2 Tortuous or Linear 15 8 0.05 0.04 0.26 0.005 0.305

NSSL9 R4 Tortuous or Linear 15 8 0.05 0.04 0.26 0.005 0.305

R5 Tortuous or Linear 12 5.5 0.05 0.03 0.18 0.005 0.215
R4 Tortuous or Linear 35 21 2.5 0.09 0.67 0.25 1.01

IMO0I4XU
R5 Tortuous or Linear 25 21 2.5 0.06 0.67 0.25 0.98



should be greater than 10 km; nevertheless, the observed data were 
fitted with a channel at about 5 km; hence a rather small current was 

chosen. The charges transferred by NSSLIO are comparable with those 
calculated for the University of Florida data. Since only the upper 
portion of channel tortuosity was obatained for NSSL flashes, it has a 

small impact on the calculated electric waveform. Therefore there is no 
difference in the calculated charge transferred by the tortuous and 
linear channels.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Impact of channel tortuosity on radiated electric field 

changes during return strokes has been the focus of this research. Both 
theoretical analyses and experimental investigations were performed in 
order to gain new insights into this problem and to resolve some funda

mental issues regarding lightning return stroke current models. The 
results obtained in this study and the experience gained during this 
research will be summarized and discussed here.

6.1 Conclusions 
Channel tortuosity has direct and significant effects on 

radiated electric field waveforms. Major turning points in the radia

tion waveforms can be directly correlated to channel geometry for the 
current models being examined in this research. The degree of impor

tance of channel tortuosity depends heavily upon the particular current 
model being adopted and the range of the lightning flash to the field 
point. In the compound exponential transmission line model, the calcu

lated waveforms reflect clearly the tortuosity of the channel even 
though the current waveform is simple and smooth. On the contrary, 
using the more complex modified model of Lin et al., the impacts of 
channel tortuosity become smaller. But even then the impact is still
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quite significant, especially at large distances and if the tortuosity 
occurs in the lower portion of the channel. Using the modified current 
model of Lin et al., experimental data from both NSSL and University of 
Florida can be fitted reasonably well with theoretical results. It is 
difficult, if not impossible, to obtain acceptable agreement between 
calculated and measured data using the compound exponential transmission 

line model.
Differences in the calculated radiation waveforms can be 

seen between calculations using a tortuous channel and its equivalent 
linear vertical channel. After a very sharp initial peak, a rather 

smooth waveform is obtained when a linear vertical channel is used, 
while a tortuous channel introduces perturbations to the otherwise 
smooth waveform. The magnitude and the frequency of the fluctuations 
depend upon the degree and the height of channel tortuosity and the 
range to the field point. Channels with more tortuosity in the lower 
portion produce many high frequency oscillations in the radiation 

waveforms. A range dependence was also observed, i.e. a given channel 
tortuosity will have more significant impact on the AE waveform for 
field points at larger distances. Furthermore, different current model 
parameters will have to be used for the equivalent linear channel in 
order to fit the same measured data. This would result in a different 

total charge transferred by a given return stroke. Such a discrepancy 
depends upon the range of the field point and the degree of the channel 

tortuosity. Obviously, a very slanted or a highly tortuous channel 
cannot be made equivalent to any linear vertical channel.
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since channel tortuosity is important in analyzing radiation 

waveforms of return strokes, the techniques used for channel reconstruc

tion should be evaluated with care and selected for best results. The 
two methods used in this research, i.e. acoustic ray tracing and multi

station photography, each have their advantages and deficiencies. The 
greatest advantage of multistation photography is its ability to provide 
fine details in channel tortuosity, both in time and in space. However, 
it can only provide information for channels below the cloud base, which 

often is quite low (<2 km). Moreover, one needs at least two independent 
views of the lightning flash in order to obtain its channel coordinates. 

Since one cannot predict the location and time of occurrence of a 

lightning, this greatly reduces the possibility of obtaining usable 
channel geometry from multistation photographs. On the other hand, the 
acoustic ray tracing technique has the advantage of providing lightning 
channel information within the cloud. However, this technique gives 
fewer details of the channel, and it is extremely difficult to recon
struct lower portion (<1 km) of the channel (MacGorman, 1978). The 

accuracy of this technique depends on the knowledge of atmospheric con
ditions during the lightning flash, Wiich may not be available. When 

lightning activity is intense and several flashes occur at almost the 
same time, it is impossible to associate the thunder signature with a 
particular flash, such as the situation encountered in the analysis of 
flash NSSL 9.
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6.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
According to the results obtained in this research, tortuosity 

in the lower portion of the channel is much more important than in the 
upper portion. Consequently, it is essential to have details of the 
lower portion of the channel, which can be provided by multistation 
photography but not by acoustic reconstruction. An ideal situation 
would be using both systems simultaneously. Such an experiment will 
allow mutual verification between these two techniques and can therefore 
provide more accurate channel geometry.

Instrument calibration and a knowledge of circuit responses 

are essential in analyzing quantitatively measured radiation waveforms.
To insure that essential information arising from channel tortuosity 
will not be lost in the recorded data, the fast antenna system needs to 

be carefully calibrated with respect to output gain, waveform distortion, 
frequency response, etc. The instrument should also be placed in a 
low-noise environment.

Simultaneous measurements of other components of radiation 
fields from the return stroke will provide much more useful information 

for the study of the impacts of channel tortuosity. For instance, hori
zontal electric field changes above the ground (AE and AE ) or verticalX y
magnetic field changes (AB^) can provide information about channel 

tortuosity because, in principal, a vertical linear channel would have 

zero values for these field components. The techniques of measuring 
these forementioned components of radiation from a return stroke may not 
be straightfoward, but should be worth further Investigation.
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There are two areas of future research along the lines of this 
study that are very promising. The first is to calculate field compo
nents other than AE^ for a return stroke. According to the mathematical 
algorithm developed in Chapter III, only minor modification of the 
EMFIELD code is required. The second area is to assess the impact of 
channel tortuosity on the accuracy of lightning direction finders. Two 

different techniques are presently being used for lightning direction 
finding; one uses the initial peaks (Krider et al., 1976) of the mag

netic fields, and the other uses magnetic fields at a fixed-frequency 
(Homer, 1954, 1957). According to the results of this dissertation, it 
is found that the initial peak usually is not very sensitive to channel 
tortuosity. It is therefore speculated (Uman, 1982) that the initial 
peak method may yield more accurate results. This issue can be resolved 
by calculating the relative sensitivity of the initial peak and the 
fixed-frequency field amplitude to the tortuosity of the lightning 

channel.
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APPENDIX I 

RAY TRACING METHODOLOGY

There are three steps Involved In the procedures for channel 

reconstruction from acoustic data. The first step is determining the 

time difference for thunder originating from a particular mesoscale 
segment of the lightning channel to reach two microphones in the array. 

The time delays are determined by cross-correlation analysis of two 

random variables x,y. The cross-correlation coefficient is defined as

° S - (A.1)

where

o_ (t ) - lim I x(t) y(t + t ) dx (A.2)*y T-H»

i f
o2(t ) = lim I x(t) x(t + x) dx (A.3)X X-H»

o2(x) ■ lim TP I y(t) y(t + x) dx (A.4)y T-K» "o
and X is the time delay to be determined. The maximum T allowed here is 
512 ms, which is the length of two digital data records. For the parti
cular application here, the random variables x,y are the voltage output
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recorded from each microphone. In principle, the relative time lag 
between two microphones occurs when the cross-correlation coefficient is 
at its maximum value, since the two waveforms are most similar then. 
There are two possible difficulties in this analysis: (1) the data may
contain noises, such as wind and train whistles, that have amplitudes 
comparable to thunder signal; (2) thunder signals from two or more 
sources may arrive at the microphones at nearly the same time, causing 
interference and confusion in the cross-correlation analysis.

The second step is determining the direction of arrival after 

the time delay has been obtained. The azimuth 4* and elevation angle 8 
of the acoustic ray associated with the signals arriving at the micro
phones can be calculated with the following formula derived by MacGorman 

(1978). For a square array, and assuming there is no wind.

■‘ ©
♦ - tan ‘ (A.5)

(A-*)

where is the time delay between microphone i and microphone j, c is

the speed of sound at the array and D is the length of the side of the
array. When there is a horizontal wind near the surface. Equation 2.5
remains unchanged and Equation 2.6 becomes

( ‘ ^23 )\D sin 4)/

 ̂ I " sin O/tg] ” " cos ($ - $')j (A.7)

where u is the speed of the wind and is its azimuth angle. The above 

equations for 8 and are given in terms of and only. Actually
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they can be calculated from any pair of the time delays because of 

geometrical constraints of the square array.

The third step is retracing the acoustic ray path through the 
atmosphere to its source point. The position of the acoustic ray at 

time t is determined by 
_t

r(t) ■ (c n + u) dt' (A.8)
"o

where n is the unit vector in the direction of ray propagation, 
measured in a reference frame moving with the wind d. The upper limit 
t in the integration is the time required for thunder to propagate to 
the array, given by the difference in arrival times of the thunder and 

electric field change of lightning measured by a slow antenna near the 
microphones.

If the atmosphere were uniform, the ray path would be a 

straight line, and the integration back through the atmosphere to the 

source point would be simple. However, the real atmosphere is continu
ously varying with time and altitude, causing the ray propagation 

velocity to change along its path. Few (1968) developed a procedure for 
ray tracing in a horizontally stratified atmosphere which will be 
briefly described here. The atmosphere is assumed to consist of many 

thin layers; and the atmospheric conditions are approximated by constant 
parameters within each layer. The acoustic ray propagates in a straight 
path within each layer and bending in the ray path will occur only at 
the interface between two layers. Since energy and momentum of the 
acoustic wave must be continuous across the interface, the amount of
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bending of the ray path can be determined by Snell's law of refraction. 

This Is equivalent to requiring the phase velocities along the x and y 
axis In two adjacent layers to be equal at the Interface. If the layers 
are made Inflnlteslmally thin, equations can be found for a continuously 
changing atmosphere. In the ray tracing program developed by MacGorman 

(1978), the values of horizontal wind speed and atmospheric temperature 
were specified at various heights. The vertical changes of these 
quantities were assumed to be linear between heights.

Errors Ir lightning channel reconstruction do exist. The 
sources of error ailse from: (1) Inaccuracy In the microphone array

coordinates, (2) uncertainty of the reference timing of lightning for 
time lag calculations, (3) uncertainty In time lags calculated by the 
cross-correlation method, and (4) departure of the model atmosphere from 
the real world. Each of these sources of error has been examined In 
detail by MacGorman (1978).
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APPENDIX II

A. LISTING OF ENFIELD CODE

C*****pro(XAM ENFIELD 000010
program is written for solving MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS DURING 000020 C*****lIGHTNING return strokes, current version of THIS CODE CAN ONLY 000030C*****calCuIATE Z-COHPONENT of the electric fields, it is DEVELOPED 000040C*****AT ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATCRï 2Y MART T.P. LIAW WITH TECHNICAL 000050C*****assISTANCE of J.R. LIAW UNDER IBM 370/3033 ENVIRONMENT. 000060C*****XHIS CODE IS FIXED DIMENSI0N73) FOR 6500 SPATIAL POINTS AND 1200 000070C*****xiME STEPS. LOGICAL UtUT FOR INPUT IS 5 AND GENERAL OUTPUT IS 6. 000080C*****LOGICAL UNIT 8 IS USED FOR FINAL CALCULATED ELECTRIC FIELD 000090C*****0UTPUT AND UNIT 16 AND 26 ARE FOR CURRENT OUTPUTS AT >0 AND 000100C*****Z-1.5KM ABOVE TEE GROUND. GRAPHIC OUTPUTS FROM DISSPLA WILL BE 000110C*****ALSO CREATED DURING THE RUN. 000120IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 000130REAL*8 LT 000140REAL*8 LABEL.CASE.KASE 000150REAL*4 X2,T2,Z2 000160DIMENSION EZ(1200),X(6500),T(6500),Z(6500),LT(6500),X1(300), 000170*Y1(300),Z1(300),X2(300),T2(300),Z2(300), 000180*ECONA(1200),ECONB( 1200) ,ECOND(1200),EC0NE(1200), 000190*CASE(10),LABEL(8),XASE(10) 000200CmM0N/FLASH/DELT,TPULSE,RFG,TMAX,NT,IRTD,Kl,K2,K3 000210C0MN0N/C0NSTS/C1.C2,C3,C4,C5.C6,C7,C8,TPC.IPZH 000220CONMON/SPEED/V,C 000230CCHMON/CHANEL/X,T,Z,LT,DLI.FZ0,MAX.LIN,KMT,IBUG,ICUR,IDB 000240OONMON/PLOT/TMAXP.EMIN.EMAX.MARK 000250COMMON/ECONS/ECONA.ECONB ,EC0ND,EC0NE 000260DATA KASE(2)/8H CHANNEL/ 000270DATA KASE(3)/8H GE(METR/ 000280DATA KASE(4)/8HYS' / 000290C*****siARI CASE ANALYSIS 000300O3.0Df8 00031011111 CONTINUE 000320C*****INFUT SOLUTION SPECIFICATIONS 000330READ(5,5) (CASE(I),1-1,9) 0003405 FORMAT(9A8) 000350WRITE(6,6) (CASE(I),1-1,9) 0003606 PORMATdHl,'•**** ',9A8,' *****',//) 000370 READ(5,10) IPLASH,IDATE,MAXIP,IEZ,IEX,IEY,IBX,IBY,IBZ,KNT,IBUG, 000380
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*112/
*112/
*112/
*112/
*112/
*112/
*112/
*112/
*112/
*112/
*112/
*112/

*IRTD,ICUR,ISCÂ 00039010 F0BMAI(UI5) 000400KRIIE(6,11) IFIASH,ID4IE,MmP,IEZ,lEX.I£Y.lBX,IBY,IBZ.iENT,IBUG. 000410*IRTD,ICUR,ISCA 00042011 POEMAKIHO,****** SOLUTION SPECIFICATIONS *****',//, 000430*112/ IFLASH-NUMBEE OF SETUEN STROKES TO BE CALCULATED',/, 000440*112,' IDATE-TIME AND DATE OF THE RETURN STROKES ANALIZED',/, 000450MAHP-INPUT points for channel geometry HINIMDM-2',/, 000460lEZ-FIAG FOR EZ CALCULATION 1/0 FOR YES/NO',/, 000470lEK-FLAG FOR EX CALCULATION 1/0 FOR YES/NO',/, 000480lEY-FLAG FOR EY CALCULATION 1/0 FOR YES/NO',/, 000490IBX-FLAG FOR BX CALCULATION 1/0 FOR YES/NO',/, 000500IBY-FLAG FOR BY CALCULATION 1/0 FOR YES/NO',/, 000510IBZ-FLAG FOR BZ CALCULATION 1/0 FOR YES/NO',/, 000520KNT-FLAG FOR CURRENT MODEL DEBUG ONLY 1/0 FOR YES/NO',/, 000530IBUG-FLAG FOR GENERAL DEBUG ONLY 1/0 FOR YES/NO',/, 000540IRID-FLAG FOR RETARDED TIME IN CURRENT 1/O-YES/NO',/, 000550ICUR-FLAG FOR LIN CURRENT AT GROUND AND 1500 METER',/, 000560ISCA-FLAG FOR SELF-SCALING PLOT OF EZ 1/O-YES/NO',/) 000570lCUR-1 WRITE CURRENT CWPONENTS AT Z-DLI AND CB METERS 000580IF(ICDR.EQ.O) GO TO 23 000590WRITE(16,5) (CASE(I),1-1,9) 000600NRITE(16,13) 00061013 FORMAI(1HO,//,2X,'L',4X,'I',5X,'TIME',9X,'IB',9X,'IC,9X,'lU',/) 000620 NRITE(26,5) (CASE(I),1-1,9) 000630NRITE(26,13) 00064023 CONTINUE 000650C*****INFUT constant PARAMETERS FOR CURRENT MODEL 000660READ(5.20) C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,V,C8,IPZH 00067020 F0RHAT(9D8.2,I2) 000680C*****IFC IS THE TIME TO PEAK IN BREAKDOWN PULSE WHEN CORONA STARTED 000690TPC-l.lD-6 000700NRITE(6,21) C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,V,C8,TPC,IPZH 00071021 FORMATdHO,****** CONSTANT PARAMETERS *****',//, 000720*1PD12.2,' Cl-IO AMPERE IN BREAKDOWN PULSE CURRENT',/, 000730C2-I1 AMPERE/METER IN CORONA CURRENT MODEL',/, 000740C3-ALPHA TIME CONSTANT IN BREAKDOWN PULSE MODEL',/, 000750C4-BETA TIME CONSTANT IN BREAKDOWN PULSE MODEL',/, 000760C5-ALPHA TIME CONSTANT IN CORONA CURRENT MODEL',/, 000770C6-BETA TIME CONSTANT IN CORONA CURRENT MODEL',/, 000780C7-IU AMPERE UNIFORM CURRENT IN CHANNEL',/, 000790V-SPEED OF BREAKDOWN PULSE FRONT PROPAGATION',/, 000800C8-C0R0NA OR BREAKDOWN CURRENT DECAY HALF-HEIGHT',/, 000810TPC-TIME TO PEAK IN BREAKDOWN FOR CORONA INITIATION',/,000820 IPZH-1/0 FOR YES/NO BREAKDOWN PULSE DECAY WITH Z’,/) 000830C*****INPUT FIELD POINT AND NUMERICAL SCALES 000840R£AD(5,30) FX,FY,FZ,DXYZ,DLI,DELT,TPULSE,RFG 00085030 F0RMAT(8D8.2) 000860WRITE(6,31) FX,FY,FZ,DXYZ,DLI,DELT,TPULSE,RFG 00087031 FORMATdHO,****** FIELD POINT AND NUMERICAL SCALES *****',//, 000880*1PD12.2,' FX-X VALUE OF FILED POINT',/, 000890

*1PD12.2,' *1PD12.2,' *1PD12.2,' *1PD12.2,' *1PD12.2,' *1PD12.2,' *1PD12.2,' *1PD12.2,' *1PD12.2,' *112,
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«1FD12.2,* FY-Y VALUE OF FIELD FOINT',/, 000900«1PD12.2,' FZ-Z VALUE OF FIELD POINT',/, 000910*1PD12.2,' DXYZ-DX/DY/DZ FOR SPATIAL DERIVATIVE',/, 000920«1PD12.2,' DLI-OL FOR CHANNEL SEGMENTS USED IN INTEGRATION',/, 000930*1PD12.2,' DELT-DT FOR TIME INTERVALS IN FIELD EVALUATION',/, 000940*1PD12.2,' TPULSE-TOTAL TIME RANGE IN FIELD CALCULATION',/ 000950«1PD12.2,' RFG-SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN CHANNEL AND FIELD',/) 000960C*«***INP0T FLAGS FOR PLOTS 000970READ(5,35) EMIN,XHAX,ZMIN,ZMAX,IHAXP,EHIN,EHAX,HARK,IPCG 00098035 PORMAT(7D8.2,2I5) 000990HRITE(6,36) ZMIN,XHAX,ZHIN,ZMAX,XHAXP,EMIN,EMAX,MARX,IPCC 00100036 FORMATdHO,'***** LIMITS FOR PLOTS *****',//, 001010*1PD12.2,' RMIN-KINIMUM X/Y VALUE FOR GEOMETRY PLOTS',/, 001020*1PD12.2,' RMAX-MAXIMUM R/Y VALUE FOR GEOMETRY PLOTS',/, 001030*1PD12.2,' ZMIN-HINIMUM Z VALUE FOR GECmETRY PLOTS',/, 001040*1PD12.2,' ZMAX-MARIMUM Z VALUE FOR GEWETRY PLOTS',/, 001050*1PD12.2,' TMAXP-MARIMUM TIME FOR FIELD CHANGE PLOTS',/, 001060*1PD12.2,' EMIN-MINIMUM ELECTRIC FIELD IN PLOTS',/, 001070*1PD12.2,' EMAX-MAXIMUM ELECTRIC FIELD IN PLOTS',/, 001080*112,' MARK-CURVE AND SYMBOL SELECTION -1/0/1',/, 001090*112,' IPCG-FLAG POR CHANNEL GECMETRY PLOT 1/O-YES/NO',/} 001100NT-TPULSE/DELT 001110NT-NTfl 001120C**M*inpuT channel geometry 001130C*****lIN-1/0 is the FLAG FOR LINEAR/ZIGZAG CHANNEL GEOMETRY 001140BEAD(5,39) LIN 00115039 F0RMAT(I5) 001160NRITE(6,37) LIN 00117037 F0RMAT(1H0,I12,' LIN-1/0 IS THE FLAG FOR LINEAR/ZIGZAG') 001180NRITE(6,38) 00119038 PORMATCIHI,'***** INPUT CHANNEL GEMIETRY *****',//, 001200*2X,'I',5X,'X' ,9X,'Y',9X,'Z',/) 001210DO 50 I-1,MAXIP 001220READ(5,40) IP,X1(I),Y1(I),Z1(I) 001230C*****THE ACTUAL COORDINATES OF CHANNEL DEPENDS ON THE REFERENCE 001240C*****ORIGION OF FIELD AND SOURCE POINTS 001250Xl(I)-XKI) 001260YKI)-Yl(I) 001270WRITE(6,40) IP,X1(I),Y1(I),Z1(I) 00128040 F0RMAT(I3,3F10.2) 00129050 CONTINUE 001300Ll-1 001310C<i>MMX,Y,Z ARE THE FINE MESH POINTS AND X1,Y1,Z1 ARE INPUT CHANNEL 001320X(l)-XKl) 001330Y(l)-YKl) 001340Zd)-Zl(l) 001350NIl-MAXIP-1 001360HRITE(6,52) 00137052 FORMATdHO,'***** CHANNEL SEGMENT LENGTH *****',//, 001380*5X,'DX',10X,'DY',10X,'DZ',9X,'DL',9X,'IC',/) 001390DO 80 I-1,NI1 001400
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WRITE(6.10S) VOC.TOFC.TOPV,RANGE,TRID,K1,K2.K3,NT 105 FORMATdHO,****** FLASH TIME CHARACIERISTICS *****',//, *1PD12.2,' VOC-CURRENT FRONT SPEED/SPEED OF LIGHT',/,TOPC-TIME FOR CURRENT FRONT TO REACH TOP',/, TOPV-TIME FOR CURRENT FRONT TO REACH TOP FOR V',/, RANGE-DISTANCE BETWEEN CHANNEL GROUND AND FIELD',/, TRTD-REIARDING TIKE m S H  CHANNEL GROUND TO FIELD',/, Kl-TIME STEP WHEN TIME IS 2.0 MICRO SEC',/,K2-TIME STEP WHEN TIME IS TOPC SEC',/,

*1PD12.2,' *1PD12.2,' *1PD12.2,' *1PD12.2,' *112,' *112,'*112,' K3-TIME STEP WHEN TIME IS TOPV SEC',/,*112,' NT-TOTAL TIME STEP USED IN TPULSE SEC',/)C*****0UTPUT CHANNEL GEWETRY WRITE(6,110)110 FORMATCIHl,15R,'CHANNEL (Z0METRY',/,5X,'I X Y',*' Z LT',/)WRITE(6,120) (I,X(I),Y(I),Z(I),LT(I),I-1,MAX,10)120 FORMATdH ,I5,4F12.2)C*****inITIATE DISSPLA PLOTTING ROUTINES CALL STRTPL CALL BGNPL(-l)CALL NOBRDR C*****SIART plot CHANNEL GEMIETRY IF(IPCG.EQ.O) GO TO 299 C*****X2,Y2,Z2 ARE COORDINATES FOR INPUT CHANNEL REFERENCED TO GROUND DO 130 I-1,MAXIP X2(I)-X1(I)-X1(1)Y2(I)-Y1(I)-Y1(1)Z2(I)-Z1(I)-Z1(1)130 CONTINUEXSTEP-(XMAX-XMIN)/6.0ZSTEP-(ZMAX-ZMIN)/9.0KASE(l)-CASEd)CALL TITLE(KASE,100,* 'EASTS',100,* 'ATTITUDES',100,* 6.0,9.0)CALL GRAF(XMIN,XSTEP,XMAX,ZMIN,ZSTEP,ZMAX)CALL SCLPIC(0.5)CALL FRAME CALL GRID(2,2)CALL CURVE(X2,Z2,MAXIP,MARK)CALL ENDPL(O)CALL TITLE(KASE,100,* 'NORTHS',100,* 'ATTITUDES',100,* 6.0,9.0)CALL GBAF(XMIN,XSTEP,XMAX,ZMIN,ZSTEP,ZMAX)CALL FRAME CALL SCLPIC(O.S)CALL GRID(2,2)CALL CURVE(Y2,Z2,MAXIP,MARK)

001920001930001940001950001960001970001980001990
002000
002010
002020002030002040002050002060002070002080002090
002100
002110
002120002130002140002150002160002170002180002190
002200
002210
002220002230002240002250002260002270002280002290002300002310002320002330002340002350002360002370002380002390002400002410002420
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CALL ENDPL(O) 002430CALL IIILE(KASE,100, 002440* 'N0RTH$',100, 002450* 'EAST$',100, 002460* 6.0,6.0) 002470CALL GRAF(EH1N,XSTEP,»IAX,XMIN,ESTEF,XMAX) 002480CALL FRAME 002490CALL SCLPIC(O.S) 002500CALL GR1D(2,2) 002510CALL CURVE(X2,Y2,MARIP,HARK) 002520CALL ENDPL(O) 002530299 CONTINUE 002540C*****CHECK TEE POSSIBILITY OF USING EXP DATA BANK TO SAVE TIME 002550IDB-1 002560IEX*"C4*IPULSE 002570IF(TEXM.GE.174) IDB-0 002580IF(IDB.EQ.O) GO TO 3952 002590C*****CALCULATE ECON(L) FOR EXPONENTIAL MODIFICATION IN SUBSEQUENT 002600C*****USE OF THE CURRENT MODEL DATA IN EACH TIME STEPS 002610EDELTA-DEXP(C3*DELT) 002620EDELIB-DEXP(C4#DELT) 002630EDELTD-DEXP(C5*DELT) 002640EDELTE-DEXP(C6*DELT) 002650NRITE(6,115) NT,DELT,EDELTA,EDELTB,EDELTD,EDELTE 002660115 F0RMAT{1H0,'*»****T1ME STEP MULTIPLIER IN CURRENT MODEL******',/ 002670*112,' NT-TOTAL NUMBER OF TIME STEPS USED',/ 002680*1PD12.5,' DELT-TIME STEP INCREMENT',/ 002690*1PD12.5,' EDELTA-MULTIPLIER FOR AR(I) AND AI(I)',/ 002700*1PD12.5,' EDELTB-MULTIPLIER FOR BR(I) AND BI(I)',/ 002710*1PD12.5,' EDELTD-MULTIPLIER FOR DR(I) AND DI(I}',/ 002720*1PD12.5,' EDELTE-MULTIPLIER FOR ER(I) AND EI(I)',/ 002730'»///,2X,'L K',6X,'EC0NA’,7X,'EC0NB',6X,'EC0ND',7X,'EC0NB',/) 002740IF(IBUG.EQ.O) HRITE(6,1599) 0027501599 FORMATClHO,'***** DEBUG PRINT OUT CAN BE TURNED ON BY SETTING', 002760*’ IBUG-1 *****',/) 002770DO 200 L-1,NT 002780K-NT-L 002790ECONA(L)-EDELTA**K 002800ECONB(L)-EDELTB**K 002810C*****EC0ND(L) and ECONE(L) are not NEEDED IN CORONA CURRENT EVALUATIONS002820 ECOND(L)-O.DO 002830ECONE(L)-O.DO 002840IF(IBUG.EQ.l) NRITE(6,195) L,K,ECONA(L),ECONB(L),ECOND(L),ECONE(L)002850 195 FOBMATdH ,2I5,4(1PD12.5)) 002860200 CONTINUE 0028703952 CONTINUE 002880C*****CALCULATE ELECTRIC FIELDS 002890CALL EFIELD(EZ,FX,FY,FZ,DXYZ,CASE,ISCA) 002900C*****CHECK TO SEE THIS IS THE FINAL CASE TO BE ANALYZED 002910READ(5.389) LAST 002920389 F0RMAT(I5) 002930
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IF(USI.EQ.l) GO TO 399 002940GO TO mil 002950399 CONTINUE 002960CALL DONEFL 002970CALL EXIT 002980STOP 002990END 003000SUBROUTINE CURCUI(RCHAN,EIMAGE) 003010IMPLICIT REAL*6(A-H,0-Z) 003020REAL*8 LT 003030DIMENSION RCHAN(6500),RIMAGE(6S00),AR(6500),BR(6500),1«(6500), 003040*£R(6500),AI(6500),BI(6500),DI(6500),EI(6500),LT(6500), 003050*X(6500),Y(6500),2(6500) 003060COMMON/CHANEL/X,Y,Z,LT,DLI,FZO,MAX,LIN,KNT,IBUG,ICUR,IDB 003070OOMMON/FLASH/DELT,TPULSE,RFG,TMAX,NT,IRTD,K1 ,K2,K3 003080COMMON/SPEED/V,C 003090COMMON/C0NSTS/Cl,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,TPC,IPZm 003100COMHON/BANKS/AR,BR,DR,ER,AI,BI,DI,EI 003110C*****CALCUUTE CUR AND GUI AT TIME-TMAX FOR ALL SEGMENTS(REAL AND 003120C*****imaGE) AND STORE THEM AS CURRENT MODEL DATA BANK FOR LATER USE 003130C*****IHIS WAY SAVE THE COMPUTING TIME FOR EVALUATING EXPONENTIALS 003140C*****boTH TCHAN AND TIMAG ABE CALCULATED FOR BREAKDOWN PULSE TIME 003150C*****AS REFERENCE,THE CORONA CURRENT AT (Z,T) IS EVALUATED AT 003160C*****XHIS TIME FRAME IN SUBROUTINE CORONA 003170WRITE(6,15) MAX,TPULSE,TMAX,LT(MAX) 00318015 F0RMAT(1H0,'**********LEVINE CURRENT MODEL DATA BANK******',/ 003190*112,' MAX-TOTAL NUMBER OF CHANNEL SEGMENTS',/ 003200*1PD12.5,' TPULSE-TOTAL %IME OF CURRENT PULSE ANALIZED',/ 003210*1PD12.5,' TMAX-MAX SOURCE TIME IN CURRENT MODEL CALCULATED',/ 003220*1PD12.5,' LT(HAX)-TOTAL CHANNEL LENGTH USED',/ 003230*///,5X,'I',4X, 'TCHAN',7X,'TIMAGE',9X,'AR',10X,'BR',10X,'DR', 003240*10X,'ER' ,10X, 'AI',10X,'BI',10X,'DI',10X,'El',/) 003250IF(IBUG.EQ.O) WRITE(6,1599) 0032601599 FORHATdHO,'***** DEBUG PRINT OUT CAN BE TURNED ON BY SETTING', 003270 *' IBUG-1 *****',/) 003280DVl-l.DO/V 003290DCl-l.DO/C 003300TCHANl-TMAX 003310TIMAGl-TMAX 003320DO 100 I-2,MAX 003330Il-I-l 003340TCHAN2-TMAX-LT(I)*DV1+(RFG-RCHAN(I))*DC1 003350IF(IRTD.EQ.O) TCHAN2-TMAX-LT(I)*DV1-RCHAN(I)*DC1 003360TCHAN-(TCHAN1+TCHAN2)*0.5D0 003370>TCHAN 003380IF(T.LT.O.DO.OR.T.GT.TMAX) GO TO 20 003390AR(I1)-DEXP(-C3*T) 003400BR(I1)-DEXP(-C4*T) 003410C*****ER(ii) and DR(Il) ARE NOT USED IN CORONA CURRENT EVALUATION 003420DR(I1)-0.D0 003430ER(I1)-0.D0 003440
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GO TO 25 00345020 CONTINUE 0034606K(I1)-0.D0 003470BR(I1)-0.D0 003480DR(I1)-0.D0 003490ER(I1)-0.D0 00350025 CONTINUE 003510TIHAG2-IM4X-LT(l)*DVl-f (BFG-RIMAGE(I) )*DC1 003520IF(IKTD.EQ.O) TIMAG2-TMAX-LT(I)*DV1-BIMAGE(I)*DC1 003530TIMAG>(TUUVGl+TItl&G2)*0.5D0 003540T̂ IINAG 003550IF(T.LT.O.DO.OR.T.GT.I»AX) GO TO 30 003560AI(I1)-DEXP(-C3*T) 003570BI(I1)-DEXP(-C4*T) 003580AND DI(Il) ARE NOT USED IN CORONA CURRENT EVALUATION 003590DI(I1)-0.D0 003600EI(I1)-O.DO 003610GO TO 35 00362030 CONTINUE 003630AI(I1)-O.DO 003640BI(I1)-O.DO 003650DI(I1)-0.D0 003660EI(I1)-0.D0 00367035 CONTINUE 003680IF(IBUG.EQ.l) NRITE(6,50) I,TCHAN,TIHA6,AR(I1).BR(I1),DR(I1), 003690*ER(I1) ,AI(I1) ,BI(H),DI(11) ,E1(I1) 00370050 FORMATdH .I5,10(1PD12.5)) 003710TCHAN1-TCHAN2 003720TIMAG1-TINAG2 003730100 CONTINUE 003740110 CONTINUE 003750RETURN 003760END 003770SUBROUTINE ASET(ARRAY,FX,FY,FZ,KET,ADIR) 003780IMFLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 003790REAL*8 ARRAY,FX.FY.FZ,KEY,XXEY,TXEY,ZXEY,LT 003800DIMENSION RCHAN(6500).RIHAGE(6500),ARBAY(1200),X(6500),Y(6500), 003810*Z(6500),LT(6500),AR(6500).BR(6500),DR(6500),ER(6500),AI(6500). 003820*BI(6500),DI(6500),EI(6500},ECONA(1200),ECONB(1200),EC0ND(1200), 003830*ECONE(1200),KTR( 1200),KI1(1200) 003840COMMON/CHANEL/X,Y,Z,LT,DLI,FZO,MAX,LIN,KNI,IBUG,ICOR,IDE 003850C0MM0N/FUSH/DELT,TFULSE,RFG,TMAX,NT,IRTD,K1,K2,K3 003860C0MM0N/SPEED/V,C 003870COMMON/C0NSTS/C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,TFC,IPZH 003880COMMON/BANKS/AR,BR,DR,ER,AI,BX,DI,£I 003890COHMON/ECONS/ECONA,ECONB,ECOND,ECONE 003900DATA XKEY/1HX/,YXEY/1HY/,ZKEY/1HZ/ 003910C*****IF LIN-1 FOR STRAIfflT LINE ŒANNEL,TB£ VECTOR POTENTIAL AX AND 003920 C*****AY RAE ZERO. THEN BYPASS ASET ROUTINE 003930IF(LIN.EQ.1.AND.KEY.EQ.XKEY) GO TO 444 003940IF(LIN.EQ.l.AND.KEY.EQ.YXEY) GO TO 444 003950
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HRIIE(6.5) ADIR,FX,FÏ,FZ 0039605 FORMAT(1HO,25X,'**•***',A3,' AT ( '.3F12.2,' ) ****»*',//) 003970C*****WRITE CURBENTS AI CHANNEL SEGMENT MAXHO C0BESF0NDIN6 10 06 003980MAXH0-C8/DLI 003990DO 10 1-1,MAX 004000RCHAN(I)-DSQRT((FX-X( I))**2+(FY-Y(I))**2+(FZ-Z(I))**2) 004010RIMAGE(I)-DSQRT((FX-X(I))**2+(FY-Y(I))**2+(FZ+Z(I))**2) 00402010 CONTINUE 004030C*****WRITE CHANNEL SEOIENTS TO FIELD POINT DISTANCES 004040VRITE(6,22) 00405022 F0RMAT(1H0,3(3X,'I'.8X,'RCHAN',10X,'RIMA6E '),/) 004060IF(IBUG.EQ.l) NRITE(6,33) (I,RCHAN(I),RIMAGE(I),I-1,MAX) 00407033 FORMAT(3(I5,1X,2(1FD16.10,1X))) 004080IF(IBU6.EQ.O) VRITE(6,1599) 0040901599 FORMATClHO,'***** DEBUG PRINT OUT CAN BE TURNED ON BY SETTING', 004100 *' IBUG-1 *****',/) 004110TMAX-:nPULSE 004120IF(IDB.EQ.O) GO TO 1806 004130C*****CALL CURCUI TO EVALUATE CURRENT MODEL DATA BANK AT IMAX 004140C*****THIS DATA BANK CAN BE USED FOR LATER CURRENT VALUES AI BOTH 004150C*****KEAL AND IMAGE CHANNEL SEGMENTS IN SUBSEQUENT TIME STEPS 004160C*#***CALCULAIE IMAX FOR CURRENT MODEL DATA BANK AT IMAX AT FIELD 004170C*****P0INT OF INTEREST USING GROUND RFC AS REFERENCE TO CALCULATE TIME 004180 C*****TMAX IS THE MAX TIME IN CURRENT EVALUATION SUCH THAT THE RADIATION004190 C*****ehITTED THEN WILL BE DETECTED AT FIELD POINT AT TPULSE SEC 004200CALL CURCUI(RCHAN,RIMA6E) 0042101806 CONTINUE 004220C*****EXESSIVE outputs for debug run only OTHERWISE SET XNT-0 004230IF(KNT.NE.l.AND.KEY.EQ.ZKEY) WRITE(6,316) 004240316 F0RMAT(1H0,20X,****** CURRENT DISTRIBUTION FOR DEBUG ONLY*****', 004250 *//,' TIME',' CHAN',6X,'TCHAN',lOX,'TIMAGE',9X, 004260*'RCHAN',10X,'RIMAGE',9X,'R£AL I',8X,'IMAGE I', 004270*7X,'SUM FOR A',9X,'TIME',/lHO,****** DEBUG PRINT OUT CAN BE', 004280*' TURNED ON BY SETTING KNT-1 AND ZKEY-Z *****',/) 004290DO 100 K-1,NT 004300LfNT-K+I 004310IZR-0 004320IZI-0 004330KTRCD-O 004340KTICD-O 004350IF(KNT.EQ.l.AND.KEY.EQ.ZKEY) WRITE(6,31) 00436031 FORMAT(1HO,20X,****** CURRENT DISTRIBUTION FOR DEBUG ONLY*****', 004370*//,' TIME',' CHAN',6X,'TCHAN*,10X,'TIMAGE*,9X, 004380*'RCHAN',10X,'RIMAGE',9X,'REAL I',8X,'IMAGE I', 004390*7X,'SUM FOR A*,9X,'TIME',/) 004400SUM-0.DO 004410FK-DFLOAT(K-l) 004420TIME-TMAX-FK*DELT 004430TCHANl-TIME 004440TIMAGl-TIME 004450CORZl-1.000 004460
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IUR-0 004470IUl-0 004480DO 140 1-2,MAX 004490C*****CAIiCULATE BREAKDOWN CURRENT DECAY FACTOR CORZ IN LIN MODEL 004500C0RZ2-DEK?(-LT(I)/C8) 004510Il-I-l 004520C*****tchan and TIMAGE ARE TIMES TO BE USED IN CURRENT MODEL 004530C*****acC0BDING to IEVINE the RETARDED TIME RO/C CAN BE USED 004540C*****iHIS WILL CAUSE THE OBSERVED FIELD CHANGES NOT TO LAG BEHIND 004550C*****WHICH IS EQUIVALENT TO SHIFTING TIME ORIGIN BY RO/C 004560DVl-l.DO/V 004570DCl-l.DO/C 004580IF(IRID.EQ.l) GO TO 321 004590ICHAN2-IIME-LT(I)*DV1-RCHAN(I)*DC1 004600TIMAG2-TIME-LT(I)*DV1-RIMAGE(I)*DC1 004610GO TO 123 004620C*****XF RETARDED TIME IS REGUIRED THEN USE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS 004630321 CONTINUE 004640TCHAN2-TIME-LT(I)*DV1+(RFG-RCHAN(I)}*DC1 004650TIMAG2-TIME-LI(I)#DV1+(RFG-RIMAGE(I))*DC1 004660123 CONTINUE 004670CORZB-(CORZ1+CORZ2)*0.5DO 004680C*****TCHAN AND TIMAG ARE TIME VARIABLES USED IN EVALUATING BREAKDOWN 004690 C*****poLSE CURRENTS 004700TCHAN-(TCHAN1+TCHAN2)*0.5D0 004710TIMAG-(TIMAG1+TIMAG2)*0.5D0 004720C*****CHECK TIME TO INITIATE UNIFORM CURRENT 004730IF(I.GT.2) GO TO 138 004740IF(TCHAN.GT.O.DO) IUR-1 004750IF(TIMAG.GT.O.DO) IUI-1 004760138 CONTINUE 004770RCHANI-(RCHAN(IHRCHAN(I1))*0.5D0 004780RIMAGI-(RIMAGE(I)+RIMAGE(I1))*0.5D0 004790C*****USE AND/OR IN THE FOLLOWING TEST FOR MATCHING CONTRIBUTIONS 004800REAL AND IMAGE CHANNEL(NO/YES) 004810IF(TCHAN.LT.O.DO.AND.TIMAG.LT.O.DO) GO TO 40 004820IF(TCHAN.GT.TIME.AND.TIMAG.GT.TIME) GO TO 40 004830C*****CALCULATE CURRENT ON CHANNEL SEGMENT DLI 004840IF(TCHAN.LT.O.OO.OR.(TCHAN.GT.TIME)) GO TO 36 004850KrR(L)-KTR(L)+l 004860IF(IDB.EQ.O) GO TO 3581 004870CURLB-C1*(AR(I1)*EC0NA(L)>BR(I1)*EC0NB(D) 004880GO TO 3583 0048903581 CONTINUE 004900THI1̂ C4*TCHAN 004910IF(ININ.CE.180.0) GO TO 3582 004920CURLB-C1*(DEXP(-C3*I0HAN)-0EXP(-C4*TCHAN)) 004930GO TO 3583 0049403582 CURLB-C1*DEXP(-C3*TCHAN) 0049503583 CONTINUE 004960IF(IFZH.EQ.l) CUBLB-CURLB*CORZB 004970
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CUILB-O.DO 005490m(L)-Kri(L)-l 005500IZI-IZI+1 005510IF(IBUG.EQ.l) VRIIE(6.5008) 1,IZI,KIR(L),EII(L) 0055205008 F0RMAT(4I5,' ****** CÜILB-0.0 SENSED *******) 0055305095 CONTINUE 005540GO TO 3302 00555040 CONTINUE 005560C*****boTH IB and IC ABE ABSENT, ONLY lU EXISTS ON CHANNEL 005570CUBLB-O.DO 005580CUILB-O.DO 005590CUEOO.DO 005600CUIOO.DO 0056103302 CONTINUE 005620C*****UNIF0KH CURKENT SHOULD BE ADDED AT TIME WHEN BREAKDOWN STARTED 005630C*****CHECK RFG AND ACTUAL BREAKDOWN TIME AND IRTD FOR CONSISTENCY 005640CURU-C7 005650IF(IUR.Eq.O.AND.IUI.EQ.O) CURU-O.DO 005660CUIU*C7 005670IF(IDR.EQ.O.AND.IUX.EQ.O) CDIU-O.DO 005680IF(KEY.EQ.XKEY) DCHAN-X(I)-X(I-1) 005690IF(KEY.EQ.YKEY) DCHAN-Y(I)-Y(I-1) 005700IF(KEY.EQ.ZKEY) DCHAN-Z(I)-Z(I-1) 005710DIMAGE-DCHAN 005720IF(KEY.EQ.ZKEY) DIMACE— DCHAN 005730C*****adDING THREE COMPONENTS CURRENT ID GET TOTAL VALUE 005740CURL-CURLB+CURO+CURU 005750CUIL-CUILBtCUIC+CUIU 005760SUM"SUmCURL*DCHAN/RCHANI-CUIL*DIMAGE/RIMAGI 005770C*****WRITE CURRENT CMIPONENT FOR PLOTTING AND DEBUGGING 005780IF(KEY.NE.ZKEY.AND.FZ.NE.FZO) GO TO 3334 005790LTIC-LT(I)/DLI 005800IF(ICUR.EQ.1.AMD.LTIC.EQ.2) GO TO 3323 005810GO TO 3331 0058203323 CONTINUE 005830WRITE(16,3327) L,I,TIME,CUBLB,CURC,CURU 0058403327 FORMATdH ,2I5,4(1PE11.4)) 0058503331 IF(ICUR.EQ.l.AND.LTIC.EQ.MAXHO) GO TO 3338 005860GO TO 3334 0058703338 CONTINUE 005880WRITE(26,3327) L,I,TIME,CURLB,CURC,CURD 0058903334 CONTINUE 005900C*****HKITE CHANNEL CURRENT DISTRIBUTION FOR EACH TIME STEP FOR DEBUG 005910IF(KNT.NE.l) GO TO 314 005920C IF(KEY.EQ.ZKEY.AMD.(L.EQ.X1.0R.L.EQ.X2.0R.L.EQ.K3.0R.L.EQ.NT)) 005930 WRITE(6,35)L,I,TCHAN.TIHAGE,RCHAN(I),RIHAGE(I),CURL,CDIL,SUM,TIHE 005940 35 F0RMAT(2I5.8(3X,1PD12.5)) 005950314 CONTINUE 005960C0RZ1-C0RZ2 005970TCHAN1-TCHAN2 005980TIMAG1-TIMAG2 005990
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663 CONTINUE 007020CALL AZPM(AZF.FX.FY,FZP,HAZP) 007030673 CONTINUE 007040IF(FZM.EQ.FZO) GO TO 683 007050CALL ASET(AZM,FX,FZ.FZM,ZKET,HAZM) 007060GO TO 693 007070683 CONTINUE 007080CALL AZFM(AZM,FX,FY,FZM,HAZH) 007090693 CONTINUE 00710099 CONTINUE 007110CTD2-C*C*OELT/(2.D0*DXXZ) 007120AP1-AXP(1)+AYP(1)+AZP(1) 007130AM1-AXM( 1)+ATM( 1)+AZM(1) 007140DIAl-APl-AMl 007150IF(AP1 .EQ.O.IW.OR.AMl .EQ.O.DO) DIAl-O.DO 007160PHI(l)— CTD2*OIA1*0.500 007170DO 100 1-2,NT 007180API-AXP(I)+AYP(I)+AZP(I) 007190AMI-AXM(I)+ATM(I)+AZM(I) 007200DIAI-API-AMI 007210IF(API.EQ.O.DO.OR.AMI.EQ.O.DO) DIAI-O.DO 007220PHI(I)-PHI(I-1)-CTD2*(DIAI+DIA1)*0.5D0 007230DIAl-DIAI 007240100 CONTINUE 007250C*****WRITE SCALAR POTENTIAL PHI 007260NRITE(6,110) FX.FY.FZ 007270110 F0EMAT(1H1,20X,******* POTENTIAL PHI AT (*,3F12.2,* )******', 007280*//,3X,'L*,lOX, *AXP',14X,'AXM*,14X,*AYP’,14X, 'AYM*, 007290*11X,'AZP',14X,'AZM',14X,'PHI',/) 007300DO 155 L-l.NT 007310NRITE(6,120) L,AXP(L),AXM(L),AYP(L).AYM(L),AZP(L),AZM(L), 007320*PHI(L) 007330120 F0flMAT(I5,7(lX,lPD16.9)) 007340155 CONTINUE 007350GO TO 665 007360355 CONTINUE 007370HRITE(6,357) FX.FY.FZ 007380357 FORHATdHO.*******POTENTIAL PHI AT ('.3F12.2.' )*****'. 007390*/.' FHI(I)-0.0 AT FZ-0.0 BY BOUNDARY CONDITION') 007400DO 455 L-l.NT 007410PHI(I)-O.DO 007420455 CONTINUE 007430665 CONTINUE 007440RETURN 007450END 007460SUBROUTINE AZPM(AZO.FX.FY.FZ.ADIR) 007470IMPLICIT BEAL*8(A-H.0-Z) 007480DIHENSim AZO( 1200) .AZ( 1200) 007490CMIM0N/FLASH/DELT.TPULSE.RFG.TMAX.NT.IRTD.K1.K2.K3 007500CM(MON/SPEED/V.C.AZ 007510C*****iHIS SUBROUTINE ASSIGN AZ(L) VALDES TO EITHER AZP(L) OR AZH(L) 007520
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C*****HHENEm THE FIELD POINTS ARE THE SAME (FX.FT.FZ) 007530VRITE(6,443) ADIR,FX.FY.FZ 007540443 F0RMAT(1H0,25X,'******',A3,' AT ( '.3F12.2,' ) ******',/) 007550VRITE(6,15) 00756015 FORHATdHO,'****** SUBROUTINE AZFM HAS BEEN CAL1ÆD TO ', 007570*'ASSIGN AZ(L) TO AZP(L) OR AZM(L) ******',/) 007580DO 100 1ml,NT 007590AZO(L)-AZ(L) 007600100 CONTINUE 007610RETURN 007620END 007630SUBROUTINE EFIELD(E,FX,FY,FZ,SXZZ,CASE,ISCA) 007640IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 007650R£AL*S FX,FY,ZKEY,LT 007660REAL*8 LABEL,CASE,KASE 007670R£AL*4 TIME,YS,YR,YT 007680DIMENSION E(1200),PHIP(1200),FHIM(1200),AZ(1200),X(6500),Y(6500), 007690 *Z(6500),LT(6500),STAE(1200),RADE(1200),TIME(1200),YS(1200), 007700*YR(1200),YT(1200),CASE(10),LABEL(8),KASE(10),IPAK( 150) 007710COMMON/CHANEL/X,Y,Z,LT,DLI,FZO,MAX,LIN,KNT,IBUG,ICUR,IDB 007720C0MM0N/FLASH/DELT,TPULSE,RFG,TMAX,NT,IRTD,K1,K2,K3 007730COMMON/SPEED/V,C,AZ 007740COMMON/PLOT/TMAXP ,ENIN,EMAX,MARK 007750DATA ZKEY/IHZ/,HAZ0/3HAZ0/ 007760KASE(1)-CASE(1) 007770KASE(2)-CASE(2) 007780XASE(3)-CASE(3) 007790KASE(4)-CASE(4) 007800KASE(5)-CASE(5) 007810KASE(6)-CASE(6) 007820XASE(7)-CASE(7) 007830KASE(9)-CASE(9) 007840KASE(8)-CASE(8) 007850FZOFZ 007860FZP-FZ+DXYZ 007870FZM-FZ-DXXZ 007880CALL ASET(AZ,FX,FY,FZ,ZKEY,HAZO) 007890CALL FHISET(FZO,PHIP,FX,FY,FZP,DXXZ) 007900IF(FZ.EQ.O.DO) GO TO 1555 007910CALL PHISET(FZO,PHIM,FX,FY,FZM,DXYZ) 007920GO TO 1665 0079301555 CONTINUE 007940DO 1650 I-l.NT 007950PHIMd)— PHIP(I) 0079601650 CONTINUE 0079701665 CONTINUE 007980mZ2-0.5D0/DXYZ 007990I£LT2-0.5D0/DELT 008000STAE(l)— (PHIP(1)-PHIM(1))*DXZZ2 008010IF(FHIF(1).EQ.0.D0.0R.PHIM(1).EQ.0.D0) STA£(1)-0.D0 008020RADE( 1 )— (AZ(2)-AZ( 1 ) )/DELT 008030
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YR(J)-RADB(I) 008550ÏT(J)-E<I) 008560130 CONTINUE 008570CALL IITLE(KASE,-100, 008580* 'TIME IN MICRO SEC$',100, 008590* 'ELECTRIC FIELD IN V/M$',100, 008600* 8.0,5.0) 008610TSTEF-(IMAXP/8.0}*1.0E6 008620ESTEP-(EMAX-EMIN)/5.0 008630CALL INTAXS 008640CALL QtAFH(0.0,TSTEP,EMIN,ESTEF) 008650CALL FRAME 008660CALL BLNKK6.3,7.90,0.2,1.2,2) 008670CALL SCLF1C(0.5) 008680CALL GRID(2,2) 008690IDUHHX-LINEST(IPAK,150,80) 008700CALL LINESCTOTALS',IPAK,1) 008710CALL LINESC'DA/DTS',IFAK,2) 008720CALL LINES('GRAD PHIS',IPAK,3) 008730CALL CURVE(TIME,YT,NT,MARK) 008740CALL CURVE(TIME,YR,NT,MARK) 008750CALL CURVE(TIME,YS,NT,MARK) 008760CALL RESETÔBLMKS') 008770CALL SCLPIC(l.O) 008780CALL LEGEND(IPAK,3,6.4,0.3) 008790CALL ENDPL(O) 008800
return 008810END 008820SUBROUTINE MAXMIN(SXAE,RAD£,E,NT,EMAX,EMIN) 008830IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 008840DIMENSION STAE(1200),RADE(1200),E(1200) 008850C**M*iHIS SUBROUTINE FIND MAX AND MIN FIELD FOR SELF-SCALING PLOT 008860STAEl-0.0 008870STAE2-0.0 008880RADEl-0.0 008890RADE2-0.0 008900El-0.0 008910E2-0.0 008920

max and MIN FOR SELF SCALING FILED PLOTS 008930DO 50 I-1,NT 008940IF(SXAE(I).GE.STAE1) STAEl-STAE(I) 008950IF(RADE(I).GE.RADE1) RADEl-RADE(I) 008960IF(E(I).Œ.E1) El-E(I) 008970IF(STAE(I).LT.STAE2) STAE2-STAE(I) 008980IF(RADE(I).LT.RADE2) RADE2-RADE(I) 008990IF(E(I).LT.E2) E2-E(I) 00900050 CONTINUE 009010EMAX-0MAX1(SXAE1,RADE1,E1) 009020EMAX-EMAX+4.9 009030QlAX-IDINT(EMAX/5)*5 009040EMIN-DMIN1(STA£2,RADE2,E2) 009050
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EMIN-EMIN-4.9 009060EMIN-IDI«T(EMIN/5)*5 009070HRXXE(8,100) SIAE1,BADE1.E1,EMAX.SIAE2,RADE2,E2.EHIN 009080100 FOSMAIdH ,'EHAX '.4E12.S./1H ,'EMIN '.4E12.5) 009090BEIURN 009100END 009110
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APPENDIX II

B. IBM JCL AND SAMPLE INPUT

//NSSLTHOR JOB USER=B32258,PASSW0RD=LIAW,REGION=1250K,CLASS=W,
// TIME-60
//*MAIN LINES-50,CARDS-999 
//*MAIN ORG-ANLOS.PRO
//* 3 8  3 8  3 8  3 8  3 8
//* 2 5  2 5  2 5  2 5  2 5
//* 3 2 2 5 8  3 2 2 5 8  3 2 2 5 8  3 2 2 5 8  3 2 2 5 8
//* 2 5  2 5  2 5  2 5  2 5
//* 3 8  3 8  3 8  3 8  3 8
//* ******************************************************************* 
//* ******************************************************************* 
//* ****NSSLTH0R calculates EZ for exp.9 & EXP. 10 THUNDER DATA*7/31/82* 
//* ******usiNG MASTER'S BENCHMARK CURRENT FOR ZIGZAG CHANNELS********* 
//* ******IMPR0VED LIN'S CURRENT MODEL EVALUATING PROCEDURES*********** //* ******************************************************************* 
//* ******************************************************************* 
//«FORMAT PR,DDNAME-JESI0002,DEST-PRO 
//«FORMAT PR,DDNÂME-FT06F001,DEST-PRO 
//«FORMAT PR,DDNAME-SYSMSG,DEST-PRO 
//«FORMAT PU,DDNAME-STEP2.SYSUT2,DEST«ANLVM.B32258 
//SI EXEC FXECLG,OPTIONS-'XREF',PRELIB-'SYS 1.DISLIB'
//SYSIN DD «

(EMFIELD SOURCE DECK)
/*
//GO.FT08F001 DD DSN-B32258.NSSLTHOR.DFT08,UNIT-TSTEMP,DISP-(NEW,
// CAILG),SPACE-(TRK,(15,5)),DCB-(RECFM-FB,LRECL-80,BLKSIZE-2960)
//GO.FT16FOOI DD DSN-B32258.NSSLTH0R.DFTI6,UNIT-TSTEMP,DISP-(NEW,
// CATLG),SPACE-(TRK, (15,5)),DCB-(RECFM-FB,LRECL-80,BLKSIZE-2960)
//GO.FT26F001 DD DSN-B32258.NSSLTHOR.DFT26,UNIT-TSTEMP,DISP-(NEW,
// CATLG),SPACE-(TRK,(15,5)),DCB-(RECPM-FB,LRECL-80,BLKSIZE-2960)
//GO.GRAPHICS DD PL0TTER-G1DATA,DSN-C116.B32258.NSSLTH0R.DG1DATA,
// SPACE-(TRK,(30,5)),DISP-(NEW,CATLG),UNIT-TEMP 
//GO.SYSIN DD «
NSSL.l EXP.9 ZIGZAG R-IKM V-C/3 DELT-.35US DL-2M DXYZ-10M$

82 725 16 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
2.50E+4 2.10E+1 3.20E+5 2.00E+6 l.OOE+5 3.00E+6 0.50E+3 l.OOE+8 1.50E+3
1.57E+2 8.10E+1 O.OOE+0 l.OOE+1 0.20E+1 3.50E-7 4.80E-5

-3.60E+3 3.60E+3 O.OOE+0 6.75E+3 5.60E-5-2.00E+3 0.40E+3 2 0
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1 -436.32 1503.62 0.0
2 -436.32 1503.62 893.83
3 -482.89 1378.77 1053.00
4 -930.94 2129.98 1158.50
5 -1059.50 1887.85 1245.43
6 -1338.99 -596.79 2261.18
7 -1295.20 -399.66 2332.30
8 -1026.97 -450.24 2452.59
9 -541.22 -138.46 2844.22
10 -502.33 112.48 2952.61
11 -1470.84 61.21 3168.45
12 -1100.87 223.74 4154.4
13 -815.47 202.64 4528.06
14 -1410.86 322.97 5218.44
15 -989.42 228.50 5316.13
16 -1487.46 406.82 5712.43

/*
//STEP2 EXEC SDSKVM,INDSN= 'C116.B32258.NSSLTHOR.DGIDAIA' 
//STEP3 EXEC POSTPLOT,INDSN*'C116.B32258.NSSLTH0R.D6iDATÂ', 
// PLOTTER-VERSl1.OPTIONS»'PLOT( 1-99) ’
/* END OF FILE
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APPENDIX II

C. FLOW CHART OF EMFIELD

MAIN EFIELD ASET PHISET

START START START START

PROBLEM
SPECIFI

CATIONS

SUBROUTINE 
ASET 

FOR A Z
CALCULATE

RCHAN
RIMAGE

6  NEIGHBOR 
FIELD 

POINTS

'  SUBROUTINE 
PHISET 

FOR PHIP.PHIM
CALCULATE

TCHAN
TIMAGE

CHANNEL
GEOMETRY

PLOT
CHANNEL

CALCULATE
CURRENTS
CUR,CUI

CALCULATE
EZ

CALCULATE
PHI

SUBROUTINE 
EFIELD 
FOR EZ RETURNCALCULATE 

S U M a 
A ARRAY

PLOT EZ

OUTPUT 
AZ.EZ 

PHI,TIME
NO ^LAST^

PROBLEM RETURN

,YES

)STOP RETURN
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